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AWAY TO FLYING START

Many Seeking Jobs

Rockland Community Building

Community Building is due for a ,of the building have been increased
thorough housecleaning, the struc in keeping with present day costs
ture Itself, its manner of operation, to allow the building to at least
general program, and just about break even on the rentals.
everything connected with the hap J The Parent Teachers Associations
hazardly run establishment of the ,are now making plans for the es
past few years. An almost entirely tablishment of a youth program in
new governing board, headed by the building which will keep the Curtis M. Payson, who proved an
Frederic H. Bird, lias come to the building full of youngsters in outadmirable master of ceremonies.
conclusion that either the building o:-scool hours. The building, ac
should be operated properly or cording to committee members, is Stanley Leen of Bangor made the
closed entirely and kept as a monu for the children of Rockland as a presentation to local president
ment to a good idea which wasn't center for athletics and general Charles E, Bicknell 2d at the
carried out and Just one more oc recreation and they fully intend to ! Charter Night dinner at the Thorn,
casion where the taxpayers money see that it is used as such. A full
(time recreational director, who will jdike Hotel last night.
was spent for a white elephant.
The whole establishment, includ work Immediately under the build I Nearly 170 persons attended the
ing personnel, is being jacked up ing director, is contemplated. This affair at which President Arthur
considerably. Peelings may be hurt program will produce organized I A. Hauck of the University of
in some quarters but the committee basketball and other sports teams ! Maine was the principal speaker.
feels that the welfare of the chil in the grades school and High {Represen'atives of the city govern
dren of Rockland and the oppor School ages and will leave ample ment, local civic organizations and
tunity to give the adults a clean, loom for adult programs and club j members of other Junior Chambers
J of Commerce in Brewer, Ellsworth
well operated public meeting place group activities.
Is far more Important than keeping | Most of all, the committee intends and Augusta, who extended their
to take an active part in the build best wishes -to the infant local
a few happy.
First off, a contract was issued ing activities In that constant su {chapter.
for the thorough cleaning and pervision will be maintained to in The Chamber chose wisely when
painting of the building, including sure operation as they wish, and lit selected Curtis M. Payson from Charles E. Bicknell, 2d. first presi
the locker rooms which have been for the best interests of the com i its ranks to act as toastmaster. His
dent of the Junior Chamber.
iintroductions were excellent, with a
an outstanding disgrace for years. munity as a whole.
The public toilets will get a thor 1 There is practically nothing in frequent mingling of art and hu Mrs. Hazen Danforth and Mr. and
ough overhauling and will be kept the building treasury today and mor. By way of preface he told of Mrs. Osgood A. Gilbert. Represent
'money must be had to carry out the the aims and puropses of the Jun ing the service clubs of the city
clean In the future.
Public sentiment had risen to work now laid out. To this end, an ior Chamber of Commerce. Working were Jerome C. Burrows of Rotary,
Howard Crockett of Lions and Althe point where some persons intensive, drive to obtain no less
would not attend affairs in the than $5,000 will be started in Feb for public affairs will be obtained by mon Young of Kiwanis,
City Council Chairman Gilbert
building due to its condition; com ruary. The building authorities are a very generous response on the
plaining that even the chairs and ‘not asking for contributions with part of the adults in buying mem extended the greetings of the city
on behalf of the Council and the
the seats in the balcony were coat j nothing in return, but are selling berships.
ed with dust and in some cases, re i memberships, which extend full Something that few persons real citizens, citing the JCs as a pro
privilegs,
in
exchange
for
cold
cash.
ize is that although the building Is gressive group of young men who
fuse from the last affair, which
iFees have purposely been set low city property it is managed and must should accomplish much. He offered
had not been removed.
be largely financed by the govern the assistance of the City Council
■to
insure
that
all
who
care
to
do
so
A full time janitor will be em
ployed whose responsibility it will may avail themselves of member ing board. Money to run it properly in their projects.
Mr. Farnsworth stated that this
must come in sums of $1 or more
be to keep the building immaculate. ship in the building.
A five-dollar bill will obtain mem from everyone in the city who feels was the first time in which Rock
A stoker, the present of Morris B.
land young men have organized
Perry, will be installed gratis by A. bership for all members of a family, they can help out.
T. Thurston, and will leave the whether there are just two, or A minstel show will be staged by for the oetterment of the commun
Mother and Dad and a dozen youn- Erskine York of Camden and Ar ity. There is much to be done, he
Janitor free for cleaning duties.
The building director will be re sters. Single memberships are $1. thur F. Lamb of Rockland, known said, and there are several projects
quired to devote his full time to the for grade school younsters, $2 for as “Yorkie’s Pine Tree Minstrels,” of vital importance to the city as
supervision of the building and Its High School age, $3 for men and $2 in February, every cent of income a whole in which the organization
going to the building. The players might become interested. He as
personnel and will occupy the office for women.
space now rented by Chamber of Persons who contribute sums in this troupe are all residents of sured the Junior Chamber of Com
Commerce which will seek other greater than $5 will be classed as I either Rockport or Camden, still merce his full co-operation, and
quarters. The office will be open for contributing members with the {they feel that they want to do extended his sincere congratula
the business of the building at all memberships above $5 being /given |Something for the building. Resi tions.
Albert McPhail of the Chamber
times and with the director avail to youngsters who otherwise might dents of Rockland could well follow
of Commerce, as president-elect,
able. too. No extra ac’ivlties. such i not have the money available. Con their splendid public spirit.
as serving as an official In athletic tributing members may direct as I The committee, comprised of represented the Senior body and
contests either In the building or in to whom shall receive the mem Frederic H. Bird as chairman, extended their hearty welcome to
other places will be allowed in berships, or they may leave it to Thomas H. Chisholm as vice chair the youngsters.
Stanley Leen of Bangor. State
hours for which he is being paid the committee and the director to man and Wiliam D. Talbot. Henry
I place them where they are most Marsh. Mrs. Pauline M. Bos.se Mrs. president of the Junior Chamber of
by the building committee.
Charges for use of various parts needed. There is nothing to pre- Margaret Kent and John M. Rich Commerce, presented the framed
_ I
ardson as members, have set them charter from national headquarters
membership for $1 in any young selves on a path which will un to President Charles Bicknell. He
sters name. Boys and girls alike are questionably end in a1 neat, clean admonised the new chamber to al
eligible for membership as there building with a well planned and ways investigate all projects thor
will be planned programs for both. executed program for young and oughly from all angles before going
City Manager Farnsworth has old alike and one which it will not ahead with them. Do not hesitate
agreed to use city employes, as he be necessary to apologize for in any to seek the advise of older men and
Experienced
those skilled in work related to the
is authorized to do by the charter way to visitors.
project. He said that the receiving
in making needed repairs both in
of the charter by the Rockland
and out of the building at no cost
WIRING
group constitutes the acceptance
to the building fund.
Reference Required
The object of the committee is Intercom Systems, Oil Furnace In of a challenge to work constantly
For Interview Call At
to have every child in Rockland terference Filters. Free Estimates. to improve Rockland. This group
may mean much to Rockland, he
schools a member of the building
All Work Guaranteed
said.
and to have something for them to
E
W.
LYMBURNER
The president’s pin of the Junior
do in a planned program after
TEL. THOMASTON 188-2
Chamber was placed upon Bicknell's
515 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. school hours every day and all day
.lapel
by Leen.
4-8 Saturday.
Danny Danforth of Brewer, past
1 Adult programs and a better place
(president of the flrst Junior Cham
ber of Commerce to be formed in
i the State snoke briefly, citing the
igrowth of the organization which
I he said now has more than 200,000
{members in the United States.
I President Arthur A. Hauck of the
(University of Maine, who deals con
393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND stantly with youth in his profession

WANTED

Body, Fender Man

Nelson Bros. Garage
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ANNOUNCEMENT!

1 have bought the business known as

“Conant’s” or “Ayer’s,” and shall con
tinue the Quality at a Low Price, which

HOME COOKED FOOD SALE

has made this your favorite Boys’ and

Thursday, January 22
at 1.30 P. M.

Men’s Store.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

ROGER F. CONANT

Join the

i alone, he said, was a voice in the
wilderness, but as an active member
of the Chamber of Commerce he
helps provide energy and enthusi
asm.
How the Rockland Chamber came
into being he sketched interestingly,
giving the burden of credit to
Charles E. Bicknell 2d, the new
president; and Robert C. Gregory
and ‘‘Ted'' Ladd. They had attend
ed a meeting of the Ellsworth Jun
ior Chamber, and came back home
filled with the enthusiasm. Twenty
other young men were invited into
conference and a succession of
meetings resulted in a strong and
| rapidly growing chamber.
J Seated at the head table were
City Manager and Mrs. F. D. Farns
worth, Mr and Mrs. Charles E.
Bicknell. 2d, Dr. and Mrs. Hauck
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Payson, , Mr
and Mrs. Stanley Leen. Mr. and

Auspices Miriam Rebekah Lodge No. 33

5 MARCH

OF DIMES
JANUARY 15-30

FIGHT
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS

IBANKIIN O

POOStVItr. fOUNDIS

Mobil-flome

Masonic Assembly

SOCONY-VACUUM’S NEW

BOTTLED GAS

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

THURSDAY, JAN. 22

COMPTON’S

8.30 P. M.
All Masons and friends cordially
invited.

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service

All who are not solicited, please
bring sandwiches.

vs.

Wednesday Night, January 21

THOMASTON HIGH

CAMDEN HIGH

vs.

planned.

The rest rooms are clean.

ROCKLAND HIGH

At Thomaston High Gym
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23

THREE GAMES!—THREE!

ADMISSION 50c, tax incl.

SKI
EQUIPMENT
SKI PANTS
Wool Gabardines, $15.95
Cotton Gabardines, $9.95
SKI JACKETS
Poplin,
$12.95
Navy Blue and Natural

SKI BOOTS
Reg. 7.95 Army Ski
Boots,
$4.95
Ski Hats, Headbands,
Shirts and Sweaters

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20

(Three Games—J. V.s, Girls’, Varsity)

GAMES CALLED AT 630.

Aemerican Falls dam jSnake river,
has an estimated impounding cap
acity of 1,000 billion gallons.

Rockland Masonic Temple

THOMASTON HIGH

Others are

J
Kenneth H. Cassens writes: I
wonder hew many people in Rock
land ever notice the H H. Crie
Hardware Company sign which isn't
on the back of the H. H. Crie store?
Take a look away up on the back of
where Huston-Tuttle is now locat
ed and you’ll see the black and gold
sign locking as fresh and new as if
goodness knows how many years
hadn’t elapsed since Crie's did
business at that location. The sign
can be seen from Limerock street In
front of the Post Office, if you’re
curious.

Instant Hot

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Some improvements are made already.

I

Faster Cooking-

The Bowling Alleys at Community Building
Will Be Open To the Public
And every weeknight thereafter at 6.30.
The public is warmly invited to use the alleys

j

An Advisory Council

BASKETBALL

(LEAGUE)

|

A Friendship Couple

BASKETBALL

t

By The Roving Reporter

The death of Josephus Daniels,
calls to my mind an interview which
he gave me at Hotel Rockland
many years ago, whTe he was serv
ing as Secretary of the Navy. I
called in company with County At
Everybody has a vital interest in that because of the “March of
torney Philip Howard. We found
the infantile paralysis campaign, Dimes" little children can fight inMr Daniels shaving preparatory to
little knowing where the dread dis fantile paralysis; and with proper
speaking at a Democratic mass
ease may strike next, but compara care progress without crippling efmeeting that night, and his greet
tively few persons know that the fects.
ing was most cordial. During our
battle is being fought right here in
“Our son had his sickness Aug
half-hour stay in his room a tele
our own county.
7 and came from the Hyde Home in
graph messenger boy arrived, and
During the past year the sum of Bath Nov. 3 He was paralyzed
$2459.41 was expended in five cases, from head to toe, and "many" days Mr. and MTS. Charles Murphy Secretary Daniels, dictating replies
to telegrams, asked me to write
including $1000 which was received the doctors said he coud not live.
them for him, which I did. First
from the National organization. The Today he is perfect, his body as
Observe 50th Wedding
time I was ever acting Secretary of
Knox County fund had been accu straight and rugged as a General's.
Anniversary
the Navy.
mulated1 during the past five years Everyone believes it was a miracle
through the efforts of Rockland, and we know that it was.
Mr and Mrs. Charles D. Murphy
I'll betcher Capt. Benjamin DunThomaston, Camden and Rockport
Really do not know what we of Friendship celebrated their 50th
schools, plus donations from Sum would have done without the help { wedding anniversary Wednesday. ton was interested if he read the
Statue
of Liberty story in last
mer residents and local friends.
. from Knox County funds. As far Open house was held in the afterOf tlie five cases above referred as wc know, now, we can manage noon by their daughter, Mrs week's Saturday Evening Post. It
the steamer Boothbay, which
to three were sent to the Children’s , the rest."
Dwight Stanley of Monhegan. Cake
Cake shows
formerly w-as on the down east run,
Hospital in Portland and all eventu- | The Rockland Junior Women’s and punch were served to guests.
ally went to that wonderful Hyde club which has been recently or
In the evening 20 members of the out of Rockland, with Capt. Dunton
Home in Bath.
( ganized is planning a cooked food immediate family called to observe in the pilot house.
Postmaster James Connellan. sale Saturday. The 33 members ,the
__________
......
occasion _______
and many, gifts were
That twin-thermometer which
Knox County chairman, felt well j will contribute cake, cookies, and presented to Mr. and Mrs. Murphy, was attached to the old Comer Drug
rewarded by the receipt of the fol- brownies to go on sale at Burpee 1 including money and flowers, also Store, and' to whose recordings I
lowing letter from a Camden woman I Furniture store at 1.30
Your ! two anniversary cakes—one sent by took exception, has gone with the
whose son had benefited through tastes are sure to be satisfied with the Advent Church, decorated in wind, and now everybody wants to
the March of Dimes drive:
{the delicious home-cooking. It was gold and white with bouquet of see it. Knowing the Gregorys as
Just a note to thank you for i voted at the last meeting to give white roses; and a handsome three- well as I do, I know that a new and
your kindness during our son’s { all proceeds of the sale to the March tier bride’s cake made and present more reliable one will soon take
sickness. It is wonderful to know )of Dimes campaign.
ed by a niece, Mrs. Beatrice Vose of its place.
Pleasant Point.
A social evening was enjoyed,
One year ago: More explosives
spoke to tb<group. stating that he
after which lunch was served. The landed at Matinicus, a container
belivedXthat the Junior Chamber
wedding cake was cut by Mrs. holding six detonators being found
of Ccwimerce could contribute much
Murphy.
by Charles Durang. who was wound
to the city of Rockland and the
The Murphys are an active couple ed six months ago by another ex
State of Maine. Your decision to President Lee Would Have
and fully enjoyed the festivities. plosive—A sk’dding truck did $1000
join together so that each of you
They were married Jan. 14. 1898, damage to the Joseph Long house
Hospital Directors and
may work more effectively for up
in East Friendship by Rev. Mr. Nut at Ingraham Hill—Wilbur F. Sen
building of this community is good
Medical Staff Form
ter. They have two children, Mrs. ter, new president of Abnaki Coun
news to all who live in Rockland,
One
Stanley, and Everett of this town; cil was tendered a banquet at the
he said.
four
grandchildren and a great- Thorndike Hotel—Deaths: Camden,
He advised full co-operation with
Anna Josephine Young, 60; South
other established agencies which
President Ralph W. Lee of Knox grandson, who is nine days old.
Those present at the party were: Portland. Capt. John G. Scott, na
have the same objectives to advance Hospital announces an amend
the economic cultural and civic in ment to the by-laws to establish a Mr and Mrs. George Cook. Mr. and tive of Deer Isle, 62.
Mrs. Elden Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Al
terests of Rockland. Not intending
to be presumptuous, he explained, joint advisory council of the Direct bert Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
in suggesting specific things to do, ors and Medical Staff. Three mem Miller, Charles Jameson, Mrs. Roy If I had my life to live again 1
he recommended a particular in bers of each body, one of which in Vose, of Pleasant Point, Mr. and would have made a rule to read some
terest in the welfare of youth, its cach
haU be
president of Mrs. Arthur Wyllie of Warren, Mrs. poetry and listen to some music at
a week
The loss of these
Dwight Stanley, Mrs. Sherman least once
educational opportunities and recla a loss of happiness —Charles
the
two
bodies.
The
superintendent
Stanley and son Sherman. Mrs. tastess
reation. Help schools stimulate .in
Darwin
Leplaled of New York. Mrs. Helen
terest in history and activities of
MEET NG
Rockland, make them better ac spite wise planning in State and Smith of Bangor, Mrs. Everett The gray sea. and the long black land:
Murphy,
Miss
Jasmin
Murphy
and
quainted with government and in national government levels. Rock
And tnc yellow half-moon large and
dustries, he said feeling sure that land will be a good place to live Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy.
low;
And the startled little waves, that leap
the resuits will be an increased cnly as long as Its best citizens take
fiery ringlets from their sleep.
pride and greater determination to an interest in its economic .civic of the hospital shall act as secre In
As I gain the cove with pushing prow.
live and serve here.
and educational affairs, he said.
And quench its speed in the slushy
tary of the council.
sand.
The theme of his entire speech
In closing he said that he was Mr. Lee proposed the joint coun
was service to self through service confident that the Junior Chamber cil as the two bodies hold their an Then a mile of warm, sea-scented
to the community in person by act of Commerce which had received nual meetings at different times
beach:
fields to cross, till a farm ap
ive participation in community af its chapter at the meeting would and he believes that such a coun Three pears:
fairs through groups such as the accept ' the challenge, no matter. cil will promote a more perfect un A tap at the pane, the quick, sharp
Junior Chamber of Commerce. De- what problems fr-WbuId be' called ity and that the interests of the pa
scratch
And blue spurt of a lighted match.
upon to face and would never let tient can be better served.
And a voice less loud, through its joys
forebodings become secondary to its Serving on the council are. Mr.
and fears.
vision.
Lee in his capacity as president of Than the two hearts, beating each to
each.
It will well serve Rockland and the hospital; Dr. C. Harold Jame
—Robert Browning.
with its
sister organizations son of Camden and Elmer Mathews
throughout the land will strengthen of Rockport from the board of di
THE CLOUD
the hands of men and women of rectors together with Dr. H. J.
fresh showers for the thirsting
good will and high purpose where- Weisman and Dr. Wesley N. Was I bring
flowers.
ever they may live and work.
gatt, both of Rockland, and Dr. From the seas and the streams:
President Hauck, always a popu Frederick Dennison of Thomaston, I bear light shade for the leaves when
laid
lar speaker in Rockland, to which representing the medical staff.
In their noonday dreams.
he likes
___ to come
. . . for
_ “four reasons, iSupt. Dorothy T. Falta of the hos- From my wings are shaken the dews
nterspersed his fine address with i pital serves as secretary of the
that waken
The sweet buds every one.
amusing ancedotes.
‘council

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS
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PUBLIC BOWLING INVITED

The Rockland office of the Maine
Unemployment Compensation Com
mission placed 201 unemployed men
and women, including 52 veterans
and 108 women, in suitable jobs
during December, according to
figures announced by L. C. Fortier,
Commission chairmen.
During the same month, the
counselor in the Rockland office,
held six counseling interviews with
unemployed workers seeking voca
tional re-adjustment, or entering
the labor market for the first time.
In all, 4 handicapped workers, in
cluding three veterans, were interviewed. A total of 11 handicapped
workers, including 10 veterans, were
placed in jobs.
In December, staff members from
the Rockland office visited 23 em
ployers in the area served by the
office—and made 34 employer visits
in all, usually in regard to specific
job openings, but in many instances
in regard to other services rendered
by the Rockland office.
As of the last day of the month,
the Rockland office had 984 unem
ployed men and women seeking jobs,
including 437 veterans and 236 worn
en. a total of 18 job openings were
listed, as of the same day.
Job seekers, broken down into
broad cocupational classifications,
included 30 men and women seeking
managerial or professional positions,
42 looking for clerical or sales
open'ngs, 47 seeking jobs in the socalled service occupations, 70 ask
ing for work in agriculture, fisheries,
or forestry, 247 in skilled trades, 225
in semi-skilled work, 275 as un(skilled laborers, and 48 seeking entry in varied occupations,

Number 6.

THE BLACK CAT

Rockland Office Has 984 On
Its List, Including 437
Veterans

Complete Overhauling and Renovation Of the Charter Night Of Junior Chamber of Com
Structure To Be Made
merce Was a Tremendous Success
The newly formed Rockland Jun
ior Chamber of Commerce became
the 2061st chapter of the national
body to receive its charter when

Volume 103

1

TUESDAY
ISSUE

When rocked to rest on their mother s
breast.
As she dances about the sun.
I wield the ffail of the lashing hall.
When whiten the green plains under;
And then again I dissolve it in rain.
And laugh as I pass in thunder
—IPercy Bysshe Shelley.

PRINTER
WANTED
ALL-’ROUND PRINTER
Wanted At This Office
Contact MR. PERRY
95»tf

ROOMS
$6 £1.
DOUBLES—$8.00
Bept Room Value in Rockland

BOVS’ J. V. TEAM AT 6.30.
GIRLS' GAME AT 7.30
VARSITY QAME 8.30 ABOUT

WINDSOR HOUSE

DON’T MISS THESE GREAT GAMES!

Tel. 670

FIRST GAME AT 6.30.

12 Myrtle St ,

ADMISSION 50c. tax IncL

6-6

Rockland

VMt
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TWICB-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

Star Alley League

[EDITORIAL]
OUR WINTER SPORTS

Gulf Oil Is Heading Proces
sion, With Spruce Head
Runner-Up
Wednesday the Swift's outfit must
have had some good top of the round
for siupper, as they took four from
Perry's. ‘Richardson was high with
285 and Gray of the losers was high
single by brother Brackett of the
low man with a very small 249
Thursday night the last place
team from the MC-R.R. decided it
was time to shift from low to high
gear and upset the Odd Fellows
four to one. High man Mackinen
on the losing team with 270, the high
single by brother Brackett of the
railroaders, This victory brought
the M.C.R.R. out of last place.
Friday found Snow's still on the
warpath with a four to one win over
the Lime Co. That one point puts
the Shipyard in third place, only
one point behind the Spruce Head
team, with Gulf Oil out in front.
High man was Gatcombe with 297,
Johansen high single 109.
The league is now six weeks old
and a third of the games have been
rolled, with the Spruce Head and
Snow’s still chasing Gulf Oil.
Some of the League records at the
one-third point or six weeks of bowl
ing, find four teams sharing the
honors.
Larry O’Dell of the Wholesale out
fit the high single, 133
Baldy Huntley of Swift’s, high
three, 327
Gulf Oil team, single 526
Spruce Head team high, 1462
The league standing. with the
Water Co. and Gulf Oil still to be
roiled off. is—
Won Lost
4
21
Gulf Oil ........
9
Spruce Head ............... 21
10
29
in
Water Co....................... 15
16
14
I O. O F
16
14
17
13
18
12
21
9
M. C. R R...................
24
6
l.ime Co.
Swift’s 4, Perry's 1
Swift’s—Anastasio 271, Richardson
285, Roes 266. Robinson 274, Baum
276; total, 1372.
Perry's Market — Epstein 263.
Bernstein 249. Cook 268. Gray 283.
Hobbs 271; total, 1334.
M. C. R. R. 4, I. O. O. F. 1
I. O. O. F—Legage 246. Chaples
235, Curtis 248, Benner 247. Makinen 270; totals, 1246.
M. C. R. R—Anderson 242, Carsley 265, Stoekford1 229, Bonne 253.
Brackett 267: total, 1256
Snow's 4, Lime Co. 1
Lime Co—Taylor 254, Snowman
271, Wentworth 238, Melvin 232,
Lame 284; total. 1279.
Snow’s—Gatcombe 297, Lowell
274, Johansen 271, Genevicz 264, W.
Willis 281; total, 1387.
• • • •
Star Alley Averages
With a total plnfall of 1523 and an
average of 1015, L. Drinkwater la
far out in front among the Star
Alley bowlers who have figured in
15 strings. The list follows:
P.F
Ave.
1523
L. Drinkwater ........ 1015
1428
96.2
Robinson
1424
Curtis .................... 94.9
1423
Lawry .............. _... 94.9
1418
Colby
................ 94.5
1410
Gatcombe ............. 94.0
1406
O’Dell
.................. 93 7
1403
Genevicz ............... 93.5
1394
W. Willis ................. 92.9
1390
Doak ......... . ........... 92.7
1379
Sleeper ..... ............ 91.9
1364
Alley ...................... 909
1344
B. Winslow ............. 89.6
1342
Bartlett ................. 88.5
1332
Danielson
............. 88.8
1327
Snowman .............. 88.5
1326
Roes
.................. 88.4
1301
T owell
................. 86.7
1280
Melvin .................. 85.3
1273
84.9
Hallowell
1268
Korhonen ............ 14.5
1263
Carslev
............. 84.2
1246
Anderson ............... 83.1
1220
Wentworth ........... . 81.3

WANTED

ELECTRICAL
WORK
Household, Commercial and
Marine

BUD SPROWL

Ir.door sports—notably bowling and basketball—have been
proceeding briskly in Knox County this Winter, supported by
large and enthusiastic throngs. Wholesome and enlivening,
with keen competition the two sports are well worthy of
everybody's backing.

NATIONAL SECURITY WEEK
The Reserve Officers’ Association, Maine Department, is
making plans to join with ail other departments of the nation
in observing National Security Week between Feb. 12 and 22.
For many years, it has been customary for the reserve officers
to sponsor National Security Week as a means of bringing
lo the attention of the American people the importance of
national security and of suggesting to them of the part the
citizens as a whole must play in the security of the nation.
In this year, 1948, we feel that this obligation is greater than
ever before if we as a nation are to contribute effectively to
the maintenance of world peace.

NOT SO MUCH OF A JOKE
Wallace s independent candidacy for President was openly
sneered at a few weeks ago by members of the party with
which he was formerly affiliated. As returns began to filter
in from various parts of the country' some of those opinions
are being amended. Ten months before the presidential
election it is predicted that the former Secretary of Agricul
ture will receive 10 percent of the vote cast for presidential
electors, and as time progresses it will be interesting to note
w’hethef that estimate shows a growth or a decline. The
result of polls conducted in Massachusetts and New York was
something of an eye-opener, and somewhat disturbing to the
Democratic party.

TOOK SAFE AND ALL
The contents of a safe, valued at $3000, were stolen from
Keene's Foodland Market in Augusta Sunday morning, and
just to make matters more interesting the burglars carted
the safe along with them, in a stolen truck. The market
owners occupy quarters over the store, and oecoming aware of
what happened telephoned the police, who later found the
broken safe on the Winslow-China road 15 miles from where
it had been stolen. Had there been a night watch he might
have been heard chanting: "Twelve o'clock and all is well.

DEWEY’S CANDIDACY
Governor Dewey's forma) acknowledgment that he is a
candidate for the Presidency occasioned no surprise. This
may be attributed in part to the active campaign which is
already being waged on his behalf by his supporters, but it is
due. in a more fundamental sense, to the record which inspired
that campaign—a record which would have made Mr. Dewey a
force in the coming election independently of his wishes. NewYorkers, w’ho have benefited from their Governor's first class
administrative abilities, from his substantial accomplishments
in meeting the needs of the time in his State, will need no
convincing on this point, while the country at large is well
aware of Mr. Dewey s Informed interest in national and inter
national affairs, and of the powerful influence he has already
exerted on the policies of the party and the country.
The official entry of Mr. Dewey into the Presidential race
thus adds another element of strength to the Republican cam
paign. The candidates now in the field represent many dif
ferent facets of party doctrine, and by the time the national
convention assembles the delegates will have a wide choice of
standard bearers. But more than that, they will have the aid,
in drafting the party's platform and planning campaign
strategy, of men of varied abilities and points of view; men
who will enable the Republicans to represent the nation,
rather than a class or a section; who will bring to party coun
cils the material for a forw-ardi-looking policy. The compe
tition among strong candidates should be a guaranty against
relying on mere inertia for success at the polls, or catering to
the passing whims and grievances of portions of the electorate.
In this process of making the Republican campaign a dynamic
effort to confront the real Issues of the day, domestic and
foreign. Mr Dew-ey is certain to play a major role —Herald
Tribune.

Won Every Game
The Lincoln Academy basketball
teams, boys’ and girls', are sailing
along in peaceful waters at the
present time, neither having lost a
game in the Knox-Lincoln League,
of which Rockland High is no
longer a member. The Lincoln girls’
team, as a matter of fact, has not
lost a single game in the last 30 in
which it has played.
The current standings:
Bovs
W.
L.
P.
Lincoln Academy. 4
0
1.000
Thomaston,
3
1
.750
Camden,
1
2
.333
Boothbay Harbor, 1
2
.333
Waldoboro,
0
4
,000
Girin
Lincoln Academy, 4
0
1.000
Thomaston,
2
2
.500
Camden,
1
2
.333
Boothbay Harbor, 1
2
.333
Waldoboro,
1
3
.250
INVEST IN

TEL. THOMASTON 197

4-6

US.
SAVINGS BONDS

L. w. McCartney

PLUMBING AND HEATING
“The kind of work yon swear by, and
not at.”

156 NEW COUNTY RD. ROCKLAND
TEL. 1363-J
3-9

Veterans’ Corner
Robert F. Murphy, Offlcer-inCharge Veterans' Administration Of
fice, Community Building, Rockland,
Maine.
Announcement of the following
revised hospital visiting hours at
the Veterans’ Administration Cen
ter, Togus, is made by M. L Stod
dard, manager of the Veterans Ad
ministration in Maine — General
Medical Hospital: Monday through
Saturday, 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., 7 p. m.
to 9 p. m.; Sundays and holidays,
2 p. m. to 9 p. m. Neuropsychiatric
Hospital: Sundays, Tuesdays, Thurs
days and holidays, 2 p. m. to 4 p. m
Not more than two visitors will be
permitted to see any patient in the
Neuropsychiatric Hospital at any
one time. Children under 15 years
of age are not permitted on wards
in the latter hospital.
Stoddard stated that this revision
eliminates morning visiting hours
formerly permitted in the General
Medical and Surgical Hospital on
Sundays and holidays. This action
was necessary because the morning
visiting hours were interfering with
necessary \patient treatments.
It was stressd, however, that establishd visiting hours and the
I mitation of two visitors per pa
tient do not apply to the relatives of
seriously ill patiens who may visit
at any time during the period of
serious illness.

Laurentian Playground Offers Diversity Of
And When They Found It
Terrain For Ski Enthusiasts

Struck Their Stride

’Twas Farewell To Crosby
High
(By Peter Sulides)
The Tigers of Rockland High after
being held in check for the first half
roared back to trounce a smooth
Crosby team 43 to 24.
Rockland's attack was slowed con
siderably and the aggressive Belfast
five held a shore lived 2 to 0 lead.
The Tigers bounced ahead 6 to 2
but settled' for a 6 to 6 period run.
The Crosby boys, shooting and
making long shots really pressed
the Tigers, but the Tigers fought
hard and led 15 to 13 at the half.
Rockland started the third canto
with a bang and from then on the
smooth working Tiger five poured
it on. Murgita's and Oonnellan's
shots, set up bv fine tcamplay, paced
the attack and1 the Tigers led 30 to
15 at the whistle.
Coach MacDougal substituted fre^r
ly. but the Tiger attack continued
a- the local boys snagged win Num
ber 7 with a 43 to 24 win.
Rockland’s all-around team play,
Murgita’s and Connellan’s shooting,
spelled defeat for a game Crosby
team.
Murgita and Connellan led the
winners with 17 and 10 points, re
spectively, while P. Johnson dropped
ten for the losers.
In the fast, hard fought prelim,
the Rockland Junior Varsity staged
a thrilling last period rally to go
ahead and win 38 to 35.
Tonight it's Thomaston andl this
fine Rockland team deserves everyone's support.
Rockland 43
G.
F.
P
Connellan, If ...... 4
2
10
Proctor
...........
3
0
6
Heino .................. 2
0
4
Murgita, rf .......... 8
1
17
Kaler ......
0
0
0
Lunt.c . ..........
0
0
0
Bartlett
...........
1
0
2
French, lg ................. 1
0
2
Deshon ................. 0
0
0
Marsh, rg .............. 10
2
Holden .............
0
0
0
Holt ...................... 0
0
0
20
Crosbv 24
G.
Crosby, If ..._......... 0
Breslin ................. 0
Smith, rf ........
3
Whitcomb ........
0
Walker, c ......... ... 0
L. Funey ............. 0
K Funey .............. 0
P. Johnson, lg ....... 4
Aubin ............... *. 0
Jennings, rg .......... 1
S. Johnson .......... 0
Clements ............. 0

3

43

F.
2
0
2
0

P.
2
0

8

0

0
0
0
2
0
0
8

3
o
o
0
0

10
0
4
0
0

24

Basketball Battles
Belfast 39, Thomaston 32
Following up its early lead Cros
by High of Belfast defeated Thom
aston High in Belfast Tuesday
night. Dana was, however, the star
of the evening, scoring 20 points.
The Belfast top-shooter was Smith
with 14 ooints.
Belfast Crosby (391
P
F
G
14
2
Smith, If ..... ..... .. 6
1
1
Whitcomb, If ..... . 0
4
0
Crosby, rf ........ ... 2
11
1
Walker, c .......... ... 5
4
0
Jenness, lg ...... ... 2
5
1
P Johnson, rg .... ... 2
0
0
Aubin, rg .......... ... 0

Totals .............. 21

F
0
0
2
2
0
0
1

P
4
12
10
12
0
8
1

5

47

BERWIND’S
GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER'S
OARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
11-81 BAEKIE ST.,
BOOXLAED

*■
U

NEW RIVER
COAL
AND PLENTY OF IT

IDEAL FOR ALL HAND FIRED FURNACES
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

S.

Army

»• WU f t 5 S f ON AfOW.

Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.
TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W

Rockland Eagles Are Lead
ing, But Only Half Game
Ahead Of Camden
Coast League Standings

Team
Won
Lost
GBL
Rockland ............. 7
2
0
Camden .............. .6
2
'A
Thomaston
..........6
3
1
Union ...................3
4
3'i
Damariscotta ...... 1
4
4!A
Boothbay
............ 0
6
5 Vi
The Rockland Eagles maintained
their lead in the Limerock Coast
League which they have kept since
the season started a month ago. In
their last three starts the team has
scored 196 points to thelr opponents
103. their biggest win of the present
campaign was an 82 to 52 win over
Union.
Camden is in second place, a po
sition they have held to date. Their
two defeats have come from Union
and Rockland in seasons early
games. Damariscotta’s lone victory
was over Boothbay two weeks ago.
Thomaston and Union third and
fourth respectively are not teams
to be overlooked. Thomaston has
plenty or scoring In Verge and Simp
son. and the Union Club can always
rely on Dean and Gibson.
The leagues' top scorers to date
are Spalding and Whittier of Cam
den, verge and Simpson of Thom
aston, Dean and Gibson of Union,
Allen, Ames, Flint, Whittier all of
Rockland.
In 12 games played so far this
season the Rockland Eagles have
won nine, dropping three. The team
has one or more wins over the fol
lowing teams; Brunswick. Waldo
boro, Camden. Union, Thomaston
and Damariscotta.
I Their lasses have come from the
61 Rockland Alumni, last years’ great
tournament team, 36 to 35; and
Camd«n and Thomaston. All play
P. ers with the exception of Bob
24 Kirchner and George Whittier are
10 former Rockland High Players.
4 Kirchner formerly played at Ohio
6 Sta'e and Whittier at Brewer High
4 School.
0 The Eagles have four men who
really oour the ball through the
48 hoop-Fred Allen. Oscar Flint, Brad
four Ames and Oeorge Whittier. Fine
(Continued on Page Four)

CONANT’S
SALE
STARTS TUESDAY NOON, JANUARY 20
BOYS’ PANTS

ALL SALES FINAL

TWEEDS, COVERTS, AND
WOOLENS

NO EXCHANGES
NO ALTERATIONS
NO REFUNDS

$3.25 to $5.95

If you have never seen a Five Cent Sale we have a
treat in store for you

Another Pair, 5c

NEVER WERE PRICES SLASHED
LIKE THIS!

BOYS’ TIES

Waldoboro (42)

OCR COMPLETE STOCK

JANUARY

49c

CLEARANCE SALE

Another for 5c

TUESDAY, JAN. 20 to
SATURDAY, JAN. 31

1.
2.

MEN’S UNiONSUITS

Slippers

SIZES 36 TO 46

Children, Women, Men

$2.95

All Sizes

Another for 5c

Shoes

MEN’S SPORT
WOOL HOSE

Children, Women, Men
Hundreds of articles that must

TRIPLETOE AND GORDON

go at prices that are Real MoneySaving Values!

85c and 95c

REMEMBER

Another Pair, 5c

ELEVEN SHORT DAYS

r436.MAIN
e. Nutt
shoe store
ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

F.

The Coast League

SOFTBALL MEETING

DOMESTIC RUN OF MINE
87-T-O

4
0
3
0
10

0
0
0
0
0

Overlock, If........... 4
1
Simpson, If ............. 8
2
Bryant, rf ............. 0
0
Creighton, c ......... 2
2
Kelley, lg ............. 4
1
1
Ski figures on the powder snows of St. Sauveur des Monts, in North Cooper, rg ............. 9
ern Quebec’s Laurentian playground area. The Laurentian mountains
Totals .............. 27
7
stretch more than 90 miles north of the metropolis of Montreal and from
Union 48
November until late April offer ski enthusiasts from all over the conti
G.
F.
nent perfect enjoyment of the sport.
Gibson, If ,.i.......... 10
4
Clark, rf .............. 5
O
P Riley, lg .............. 2
F
G
Dear, c ................ 2
0
H. McLain, If ...... 3
0
6
Kenoyer, rg ......... 2
2
E. McLain, If ...... 0
40 Rich, lg ............... 2
0
0
0
19
2
Moody, rf ............. 6
5
17
Calhoun, rg ......... 0
0
Thomaston 41
2
Ralph, c .............. 2
6
G.
F.
P
Bagley, lg ............. 0
0
0 Watts, rf
Totals ........ ..
21
6
..... .. 5
1
11
1
Wincapaw, rg ...... 6
13 Walker, rf.............
Referee, Collamore. Time,
0
O
0
Dana, If ..... ......... 8
5
21 10s.
Totals
17
8
42 Feyler, c ..._......... 3
0
6
Referee. Reed. Time, 4-10s.
Beattie, rg .......... 0
0
0
• • • •
Levan, rg ............. 0
0
0
Thomaston 41, Alumni 40
Miller, lg ............. 113
Jan. 9 in the annual Alumni game
17
741
held at the High School Gym, with
Referee, Simpson. Time, four 8s.
ten seconds to play and the Alumni
• * • •
To All Sponsors, Managers and Players:
leading 40-39. Bobby Watts made a
Thomaston 50, Waldoboro 18
long shot that scored the winning
A very important meeting will be held on Friday,
Johnny Dana was traveling in
basket for the High School. Johnny
Dana war high for the T.H.S. with high at Waldoboro Friday night,
January 23, 1948, at The Thorndike Hotel, begin
21 points and Verge and Lynch were when he scored) 23 points for the
ning at 7.30 P. M. to discuss a Banquet for 1947
high men for the Alumni with 10 Thomaston team, five more than
was necessary for a victory. But his
points each.
winners and for the forming of a 1948 schedule.
associates caught his spirit and add
Alumni 40
37 more to make an impressive
If there are any groups or organizations contem
G.
F.
P ed
•Biggers, rf ........... 2
0
4 total.
plating
joining the League for 1948, please attend
Thomaston 50
Verge, If ............... 5
0
19
this meeting.
G.
F.
P.
Lynch, c ..... . ...... 4
2
10
3
23
Overlook, c ....... . 0
0
0 Dana, If ............... 10
5
13
Felt, rg ................. 3
0
6 Watts, rf ............... 4
6-7
0
0
Kelley, lg ...„......... 3
0
6 Mills, rf .................. 0

Damariscotta (47)

G
2
6
4
5
0
4
0

2
a
0
0
5

Thomaston 61
G.

39
5
Totals ............ . 17
Thomaston (32)
P
F
G
6
Watts, If ............ ... 2
2
0
0
Levan, rf ............ ... 0
20
6
Dana, c ............ ... 7
0
Beattie, lg ........ ... 0
0
' 5
1
Finler. lg .......... ... 2
1
Miller, rg .......... ... 0
1
—
—
. —
32
10
Totals ............ . 11
Referees, Hedderick and Jackson
Time 4-8s.
Damarslcotta 47, Waldoboro 42
These teams meeting in New
castle Tuesday night kept the bas
kets busy, but the home town Le
gionnaires were too many guns for
the Waldoboro Firemen. Moody
scored 17 points to carry off top
honors. Waltz and Brewer were
tied for 'Scotta with 12 each.
• • • •
Erskine, If ............
Waltz, If ...............
B. Hilton, rf..........
Brewer, c ..............
Trask, lg ..._........
R. Hilton, rg ........
Belknap, rg ..._....

Feyler, c ......... ....
Risteen, c ....... ...
Beattie, lg ..... ....
Lowell, lg ....... ....
Miller, ag ........ ...

Totals .........
21
8
50
Waldoboro 18
P.
o.
F.
W. Moody, If .. ... 3
1
7
n
Helms, rf .....
5
1
0
H. Lee, rf ....... .... 0
0Creamer, rf ... .... 0
0
0
O'Dell, c ......... ... 0
0
0
Peacock, c ...... ... 0
2
2
Sherman, c ..... .... 1
0
2
Orff, lg .......... ...... 0
0
,0
Wlnchenbach, lg .. 0
0
0
D. Moody, rg ... .... 1
2
0
—
—
—
)
Totals .......... .... 7
4
18
• • • •
At Boothbay Harbor last night:
Boothbay Harbor High School 41.
Camden High School 32 (boys).
Camden High School 38, Boothbay
Harbor High School 36 (girls).
• •* •
Thomaston 61, I’nlon 48
The Onion Blues were leading 26
to 6 at one point In Thursday night's
game at Union, and the players
were viewing the situation through
rose-colored glasses. And then the
Thomaston Tigers came to life, and
the ball bounced into the Union cage
with startling regularity. Cooper
and Simpson sparked) the varsity
quintet with 19 and 18 points, re
spectively, while Gibson chucked
j the sphere into the Thomaston
cage for 24 points,

25 PERCENT WOOL

WE USE

Tuesday-Friday

I Conant’s,1

■

HERE’S HOW
♦. IT WORKS
Buy a Sale item for its regular low price.
Select another Sale item you want for only
Five Gents!

You may buy with a friend and divide the cost!
We will not limit how many garments you buy!

BOYS’
WOOL SHIRTS
BEAUTIFUL CHECKS AND
PLAIDS

$3.95 to $6.75
Another for 5c

DRESS SHIRTS
PRINTS, DOUBLE PRINTS
MADRAS

$1.98 to $4.50

Aaotherfor5c.

NOTE!
ONLY THE LARGE PART OF OUR STOCK WHICH
IS IN THE SALE IS SUBJECT TO SALE TERMS

WORT1IMORE AND SPUR

ASK FORA

65c, $1.00, $1.50

SILVER DOLLAR IN CHANGE
Space does not permit mention of all we are offer
ing. Come in and see for yourself.

OTHER ITEMS
BATHROBES
GLOVES, MITTENS
SWEATERS
PAJAMAS
HATS AND CAPS
SUSPENDERS
RAINCOATS
HUNTING PANTS

MEN’S TIES

Another for 5c

ski

suns

THREE-PIECE
SIZES 3 TO 8

$12.75, $14.25

Another for 5c

434 Main St.,1 Rockland, Tel. 988
VWW

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1948

TALK OF THE TOWN
I
T

P. Willard Pease, a teller for the
Knox County Trust Company, who
figured in the Pacific campaign
during World War II, has an
nounced that he will seek the Re
publican nomination for sheriff, in
the June primaries. He is a son of
Jethro D Pease, who was for a
long time deputy sheriff.

A New Candidate

Thomaston Chess

Building Dinghies

Page Three

The Rotary Club

Seeks Second Term

Grange Corner

The officers of Pioneer Ci:, i , .
New Club Meets First and Rockland Young Men Have Hears a Practical Talk On
East Union were installed Tue nay
night
by the Treasurer of the State
Third Fridays At 8 Elliot
Military Affairs—The
Embarked In a New
Grange, Charles White of A _ .t»ta.
Street
Drive For France
Enterprise
He was assisted by Mrs. Charles
White and Anna Frost, marshals;
The Jameson Chess Club met Fri
At Friday’s meeting President
One of the newest enterprises in
Madeline Morton .regalia nearer:
Jan.
21—Union:
Annual
meeting
day
night
at
the
residence
of
8.
A.
Crane
presiding
welcomed
to
mem

town
is
the
project
of
Bertram
Methodist Brotherhood.
Tne speaker at 'he weekly meet
Amy Cooper, emblem bearer; and
Lavender, with the following results.
Jgn. 22—Camden: Concert by U. of ing. of Lions Club which Is to be held
Berdena Hammond, soloist, all of
M Glee Clubs at Opera House
Col. John Wilson beat Dr H. W Snow and Maurice McKuslc who bership Ted Ladd, new member for
Wednesday
night
this
week
will
be
Augusta. Mrs. Beulah Hilt served
'Feb. 4—Camden: “The Old Peabody
Flagg, 2 to 0. and S. A Lavender, 2 are building a line of 12-foot sailing the New Year.
Pew” by Good Cheer Class at Con Hoyt H. Mahan, district manager
as pianist
John Lowe’s smile for the day.
to 0; total for Wilson 4.
dinghies for the resort trade next
gregational parish house.
of the Prudential Insurance Com
Officers Installed Fere: Master,
sure drove dull care away. Singing
Maynard Spear beat Dr Flagg 1 Summer.
Feb. 10—Knox Hospital Auxiliary Silver
pany
in
Lewiston.
Mr.
Maha
n
will
Geoge Layr; overseer, Burleigh
responded well to the leadership of<
Tea and Musical in the Bok Home
to 0; total for Spear 1
speak on the origin and the earlv
at 2 30.
Snow,
a
mar
ne
architect,
was
Esancy;
steward, Philip Lom; as
Everett Creighton beat Dr. Flagg with the Bristol Yacht Building Co. Ray Perry, and Staff Congdon.
Feb. 11-12—Junior Class play at Rock days of basketball. Mr. Mahan's
sistant steward, Philip Crabtree;
Ray Perry reported that the drive
2
to
0;
and
Robert
May
2
to
0;
to

land High School
father was a member of the first
during the war and is now operating in aid for France was going well.
chaplain, Addle Tenny; treasurer,
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
tal for Creighton 3.
his own office in the city.
Feb. 13—World Day of Prayer Service. team that played the game of bas
James Dornan; secretary, Bernice
Some 40 cases of canned goods have
Mrs.
Margaret
Bass
beat
Mrs
Feb. 14—Klppy Ka: nival and Ball
ketball when it was known as
McKusic, steward of the Rock been pledged and $127 in cash col
Young; gatekeeper, Neil Hilt; Ceres,
Agnes Boynton 2 to 0.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday; (ob peachball and was Captain of the
land Yacht Club, recognized the lected. Charles Bicknell has room
Amelia Dornan; Flora, Leila Layr;
served the 23d).
|
Dr.
C.
H.
Jameson
beat
Kendall
for small sailing craft which for a lot more goods, clothing, and
Pomona, Agnes Esancy; lady assistApril 1-2 Republican State conven first world’s championship team.
Bass 2 ot 0, 2 to 0 and Everett need
tion in Port.and.
Mr. Mahan’s father is also credited
able enough for amateurs to blankets. Cash that will be spent
, ant steward. Hope Crabtree; execu
Creighton 1 to 0; total for Dr were
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention. with naming the game of basket
handle, last Summer with the re with our merchants will be very ac
tive committee, Allen Young.
Jameson, 5.
ball by the originator the late Dr.
sult that he and Snow got together ceptable to the finance committee,
The installing officers received a
' The club meets on the first and on
James Niasmlth. Mr. Mahan was
the
project
this
Winter.
gift presented by James Dornan.
Don Leach, Gilford Butler, and
third Fridays of each month at 8
connected with basketball in every
A
pilot
model
Is
now
nearly
com|
The entertalnmaht consisted of picJudge Tirrell. The drive is going
Elliot street at 7.30 p. m.
It seemed almost like Palm Beach one of the New England States as
plete and1 will lead a line of such, beautifully, but keep giving as the I
I tures of a trip through the West,
Frank F. Harding
when I awoke this morning to find an official for 25 years and also has
craft
which
will
get
ready
for
the
shown by Mr White.
boat
must
have
full
cargo
The three-story wooden block Summer use. Twelve feet In length,
the temperature 10 above. This In had considerable experience as a
Stephen A. Lavender
• • ••
Another county official, who seeks
President Ken stated that a letter
a
t
580
582
Main
street
containing
marked contrast to the 20 below player and a coach.
they have a beam of 5'A feet and from Judge Dwinal assumed all the party courtesy of a re-nomina- Evening Star Grange of Wash
stores
and
several
apartments,
i
S.
A.
Lavender,
candidate
for
which was recorded at The Creek i The trawler Ocean, of General
draws 8 inches with the centerboard
I County Commissioner, is 38 years owned by Lawrence Miller, is being up 3'i feet with it down. They are blame for his non-appearance as tion is County Attorney Frank F. ington held a public installation
in Thomaston the previous morning.
the speaker for Rotary’s meeting
5 The State master was E.
This morning the sun rose at 7.08 Seafoods in Boston is at the ship old, acquired his entire public modernized The improvements in built with oak framing and cedar Jan 9, thus as Doc Jameson was Harding. His ability was put to,a Jan.
Bean; marshal, Grace Bean;
and promised visibility to the naked yard division for replacement of a I schooling in Thomaston, his AB de clude a new front, interior remodel planking. The craft will be a cat completely exonerated, he could be severe test at the November term of Carroll
regalia bearer, Madolyn Morton;
eye all day. Old Parmer's Almanac tail shaft. She was brought down gree at Bowdoin in 1932, and after ling and a sprinkler system.
rig and carry a total of 55 square trusted with today's program. Said Knox County Superior Court, which emblem bearer, Anna Frost; soloist
says: "Peed the birds." But how Sunday night by Capt Wilfred ’six years' training in insurance re
feet of sail which will be made cf Doc: “I have been Insulted, and had the largest criminal docket in
Hammond; pianist, Mrs.
can we do this with all our resources i Nickerson, arriving a' 9 30 a. m.. turned to Thomaston and’ opened The bowling alleys at Commun Egyptian duck by Henry Bohndell chaffed, and you all know how hard many years. He received many de Berdena
Harriet Jones;
chaplain, Viola
ity
Building
will
be
opened
at
6.30
being sent to Europe?
(Monday. She was heavily Iced and his own office in 1940, becoming tomorrow night and will be open of Rockport. All fittings and fas I have worked, but in line with my served compliments for the manner ' White.
in
which
it
was
handled.
jwas estimated to have no less than ' real estate broker in 1944. He had each week night at the same hour. tenings are bronze.
program, I am bringing you a good
Officers installed were: Master,
Carl D. Oray was on the same 30 tons of ice and snow on her for a better than average record of colfriend of mine,, a chess player not
Talbot Johnston; overseer, Hollis
, lections at tax collector for Thom- The public is invited to use the al
program with Dick Klasi of the ward deck.
FREE X-RAYS
so
good
as
I
am,
a
writer
of
short
Weaver; steward, Gordon Green
plpjmie and Dick team Saturday
| aston for the year 1942, the only leys. A number of improvements
stories, better than I am, a gentle The 1947 Ma'ne Legislature law; assistant steward, Arthur
Steve says: “I are planned for the immediate fu
afternoon at Station WABI. Ban
Alvah C. Graves and Joel Tootill ! year he served.
man
most
always,
and
a
man
I
am
passed
a
law
which
requires
every
Johnston; Electra, Ruth Greenlaw;
gor. He felt most honored when left this morning for Miami.
notice in the County report a lump ture.
to present to you. Col. John person who works with food in the chaplain, Veda Ludwig; treasurer,
Trawler Eagle’s Crew Won proud
Dick chose him for the spot in front
' sum figure for salaries of..county
Wilson.
preparation
of
school
lunch
to
have
Minnie Cramer; secretary, Lurlie
Mrs. Marion I. Lindsey was chair
BORN
of the mike while having their
dering What the Critter
officials and clerks of $16,306. When
Warn'ng his hearers that any an x-ray taken to make sure that Davis; gate keeper, Milton'peabody;
picutres taken with the announcer,
Roman—At Knox Hospital, Jan 19. elected I shall urge that this total man of the Men's League supper
statement
that
he
made
upon
mili

the
worker
is
free
from
tuberculosis.
Was
It
Came
From
Pomona, Rita Hanson; Flora, Mer
the orchestra and master of cere to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Roman, a be broken down In following reports Thursday night at Baptist Church,
tary affairs would be Iris own, and This is a good chance for all of us na Boynton; lady assistant steward,
assisted by Mrs. Ada Prescott, Mrs.
monies. This is Carl's first appear son.
in
detail
as
required
by
the
revised
Tlie crew of the trawler Eagle is not any part of the opinions of the —men and women—to have an Olga Huth; executive committee,
Barnard—At Knox Hospital. Jan 16. to
Hattie Gardner, Mrs. Ethel Colburn
ance over WABT, having sung over Mr.
to ship samples of what War Department, the Colonel said x-ray free of charge.
and Mrs. Richard Barnard, a statutes of Maine."
John Carroll.
and Mrs. AdS Johnson In the preparing
WRDO the last two seasons. This daughter.
it believes to be ambergris to chem that about a year ago, he had been
During Farm and Home week,
Representatives of these Granges
kitchen.
The
waitresses
were:
Miss
year there Is a pronounced improve
Prescott—At Grinnell, Iowa. Jan. 3. 1 The Scouters of Rockland District
ists for analysts today. Lee Moran, recalled to Washington to work April 5 to April 9, 1948. the Division were present: Winthrop, Merrlement in his voice, showing the re to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Prescott, a completed a six weeks’ Advanced Charlotte Cook. Mrs. Ellen Packard, crew member, explains that the with a committee on the evaluation of Tuberculosis will have an x-ray
Monmouth, Capitol, Mys
sults of concentrated study during daughter—Jane Van Buren.
Scouters Course last Friday night Mrs. Helen Perry, MLss Tllelma crew obtained the mass from the of man power in World War 2. This unit set up in Winslow Hall, Room meetlng.
tic Tie. Seven Tree and Maple.
Cushman—At the Gould Maternity in the Corner Room of the 1st Bap Russell. Mrs. Reta Coburn and
the past months. There Is a finer
stomach
of
a
large
fish
which
the
which
was
historic
might
be
vital
17,
to
take
chest
x-rays
every
day
Union, Jan. 13,to Mr. and Mrs.
The secretary Miss Davis, was
Mrs. Helen Knowlton.
poise, more assured breath control Home,
trawer dragged up off Grand Manan in the event of another war.
Lawrence Cushman of Searsmont. a tist Church. Willis P. Morse of
from 9 in the morning to 5 in the unable to attend this installation,
Attd a general improvement in voice son—Steven Elroy.
Camden was the final course leader.
last week.
In
the
European
Theatre
of
war
afternoon.
There
will
be
no
charge
the first she has missed in 21 years.
Next Monday, a barn dance will
incl art of projection Carl is prov
Collins—At Gould Maternity Home. The local Scouters have voted to
The species of fish is somewhat of there were four field armies. Each for this servrice. Everybody is
• • • •
ing to be one of Rockland's popular Union, Jan. 14. to Mr. and Mrs. Nor attend the Baptist Church in a be held in the gymnasium of the a mystery to the crew, which has army contains about 250,000 to urged to have his or her chest
man Collins of Union, a daughter— body Sunday, Feb. 8. Scout Sunday. Rockland High School under the
Officers
elect,
with the exception
younger singers and will be heard Rachel
seen just about everything in finny 300,0000 men. In this group some x-rayed. No special preparation is
Elaine.
over the same station in the near
A rally will be held during Scout direction of Edmund Barnard, form come out of the deep via the 1000 different trades and skills are needed. There is no undressing, of the lecturer, steward, secretary
future.
MARRIED
Week also, with all local troops cha’rmen, Doris Coltart. Lawrence trawls. It resembles a shark, some represented. Only 20% of this there is no charge for it. Just get and Flora, were installed Friday at
Plummer, and Ruth Sanborn, for of them think, but seemed to them number are combat or riflemen di
White Oak Grange, North Warren,
Myers-Flagg—At Rockland, Jan 17. participating.
in line. The technicians will do the by David Carroll, of Union, Grange
the teachers of Rockland, City em to be much too large to be one as visions, but this 20% suffers 80', rest.
The Rockland Teachers Associa- George M. Myers and Enretta E. Flagg
deputy.
Mr. Carroll was assisted by
both
of
Rockland.
—
by
Rev.
Allred
O
ployes
and
their
friends.
Enter

lon will hold a barn dance and
1 Three Canadian smack loads of
the creature measured nearly 25 feet of casualties, while 80% out of line
Mrs. Mildred Burns, marshal; John
arty In the Rockland High School Hempstead.
lobsters arrived last week with 70,- tainment will be under the direction in length and was was all of three of fire suffers 20% casualties, and
Burns, and Mrs. Harriet Carroll, re
ym Monday Jan. 26 at 8 p. m„ for
(XX) pounds for Rookland and Rock of Lucy M. Lowe, Roger Dow and feet above the deck in thickness these are not due to wounds, but
DIED
galia and emblem bearers; Mrs.
Phyllis Leach. Refreshments will when landed.
he teachers and other employes of
mostly to sickness.
Perry—At Camden Jan 19. Grace A. port dealers. Coastal wardens took
Florence O’derwood, pianist; all
Zx ZX Z\ ZX
he city and their friends. There Perry, widow of Ernest H. Perry, age over 700 pounds shorts and over be sold by Ida Hughes and Ivy Hart.
At any rate, it was large enough
ZS zx ZX zx
Due to lack of training the
of Seven Tree Grange of Union
fill be dancing to Albert Marsh's 78 years. 4 months. 24 days. Funeral size lobsters from these shipments Music will be furnished by Albert to deliver a total of 640 pounds of Colonel said that replacements
News
items
from
all
of
the
Pa

Special music was furnished by
rchestra. entertainment and re- Wednesday at 2 o’clock at Burpee Fu upon arrival and liberated in Maine Marsh and his orchestra. Proceeds livers before it was heaved over could not meet the demands made
neral home Entombment in Sea View
will be used to send a delegate to board. Some thing it is a specie by the loss of men in action. You trons of Husbandry are welcomed Mrs. Aubyne Hawes ahd Mrs.
reshments.
waters.
cemetery.
here.
Bessie Carroll also of Seven Tree
the N E. A. Convention.
of whale unknown to these waters. cannot make rifleman over night.
Carroll—At Waterville, Jah 19. Oscar
Grange
PenobsLOt View Grangfe meets W. Carroll, age 70 years Funeral Coastal Wardens Merle Dobbins.
The weight of the supposed am He must receive the intensive hard
These officers were installed; Er
The annual parish meeting and bergris is said to be in the vicinity training' given to our marines that Officers of Seven Tree Grange of
Thursday night at Glen Cove, at 7.30. Thursday at 1 o'clock from Reddlng- Donald Hickey and Ronald Green
ton Funeral Home. Waterville.
are among several Coastal and In supper of the Congregational of 15 pounds, which would bring a he may know every angle of taking Union were installed Wednesday nest Castner, master; Benjamin
Perry,
overseer; George Wiley, as
Ralph Lee. president of Knox
land Game Wardens selected for Church will be held Wednesday neat sum to the crew should it care of himself in battle. When we night by Elroy Beverage of Hope.
IN MEMORIAM
Hospital, addressed the Kiwanis
1940— 1948
the Maine display at the National night with Mrs. Fred Harden, Jr., prove to be the valuable substance. needed replacements we got young His assistants were Marjorie Bev sistant steward; Mrs. Bertha Perry
chaplain; Willis Moody, Sr., trea
Club last night on "Hospital Or In loving memory of our dear hus Sportsmen Show to be he’d in Bos and Mrs. Ralph Post as co-chair
sters who had had but five or six erage, regalia bearer; Bernice Rob surer; William Grade, gate-keeper;
band and father. Willis O. Clark.
ganization and Administration.’’
ton, New York and Washington men of the supper, assisted by Mrs.
Gone but not forgotten by
weeks' training Where replace bins, emblem bearer; Clifton Rob Mrs. Helen Castner. Ceres: Mrs. Ella
Walter Barstow. Mrs. Charles Mon
* Mrs. Lilia B. Clark and children.
bins, marshal; Georgie Brownell,
next month.
FREEZIN' REASON ments consist of partly trained rifle chaplain;
teith, Mrs. Joseph Emery, Jr., Mrs.
An important softball meeting
all of Hope; and Olive Benner, Pomona: Miss Agnes Wiley,
men, the greatest casualties are in
MEMORIAM
Walter
Gay,
Mrs.
Virginia
Preslopwill be held at 7.30 Friday night In lovingINrtiemory
the
Burgess, pian'st. David Carroll, lady assistant steward; Merrill Paythese groups
of our mother. 1 The Executive Board of
son, Lindley W:ley and Ernest
at The Thorndike Hotel to discuss Mrs. Florence N. A:ey, who passed Rockland P. T. A. Council will sky, Mrs. Owen Johnston, Mrs.
Public opinion is largely to blame master, presented Mr Beverage Campbell, member of the executive
the 1947 banquet and the forming away Jan. 20. 1933.
with a gift, and also one for his
meet at 7.30 Wednesday night at Lucius Dean, Mrs. Chauncey Low
for
this.
In
the
war
it
did
more
Sons and Daughter.
committee for one, two, and three
,pf the 1948 schedule.
the home of the President, Mrs. el), Mrs. Ernest Edwards, Mrs.
harm than good. Somewhere the aides. Mrs. Bessie Carroll was in : years respectively.
William Talbot. Talbot avenue. All Emilio Hary. Mrs. Robert Gifford,
CARD OF THANKS
public got the idea that this war charge of the lunch served following
Guests were present from
The Central Maine boys headed
We wish to express our sincere ap board members are urged to attend Mrs. Richard Karl, Mrs. Richard
was a war of gadgets. Press a but the Drogram. There were about 70 Tree Orange of Union, Warren
fev the irrepressible "A!” have in preciation to our many friends and as plans are to be made for the Hanson, Mrs. Gerald Black, Mrs.
present.
David
Carroll,
with
his
ton and man power could be halved.
stalled two floodlights on the neighbors for their numerous acts .next regular meeting of the council, Kent Glover.'Mrs. Austin Billings
Grange and Bunker Hill Graof
of klndaessee extended to us in our
At the beginning of the war Se staff, will go to Warren Tuesday Jefferson. Baked bean su
:olSchofield-White skating rink.
recent bereavement.
night. Members of Seven Tree ! lowed the work.
Jan. 28. The place will be an and Mrs. Donald Leach
lective
Service
called
for
200
divi

Orel Gehrmann, Mrs. Alice Angel,
sions set up with a close analysis Grange have been invited to, at
Fish landings are at the lowest Mrs. Edith Frazier, Mrs. Natalie Back- nounced.
• • • .,
All persons interested in the
of the place of each one in his value tend the installation.
*
ebb in some time with only three strom, Charles H. Harriman.
Gentlemen's Night will hi ob
First
Aid
Instructors
Refresher
j Albert T. Grant. Jr., of Rockland
to
the
army
.
small ones being reported in the
served tonight with a ta.iquet
CARD OF THANKS
was found guilty of assault and Course are asked to contact the Lo
Strange as it may seem this num of equipment, his own safety, and served at 7 bv Meenahga Grange of
port Monday and a few scattered
We thank neighbors and friends on
cal Red Cross Office at once, as
ber was cut to 100 divisions, and let the certainty of getting a deer to Waldoboro. The guest speaker will
fares since Christmas, due to the Thatcher and Beechwoods streets for battery on the person of Harold F. classes will be held Jan. 26 through
the gift of flowers during our recent Niles, also of Rockland, in Munici
ters came pouring in to keep boys him. We must rely on trained men bt Gerry Wade, of the State De
weather.
bereavement in the death of Mrs Abbie pal Court yesterday. The court im Jan. 30 at the Tower Room Com
out of combat divisions, where they to give that service that can assure partment of Inland Fisheries and
posed a fine of $20 and costs of $10.- munity Building at 7 p. m.
Tag Day will be observed Sat. Feyler.Mr and Mrs. Cornelius Morse.
would have been well trained for safety, and accomplish results.
Game. Movies will be shown at
14.
George
Curtis
was
also
arraigned
Jan. 24, for the March of Dimes.
Thomaston.
•
line fighting. About this time, the
This was a thought-provoking Maine wild life and fishing.
An interesting ceremony took
on assault and battery charges on place Saturday afternoon at the
Campaign. Everyone's support will
pres dents of the American Asso talk, and should induce a long
• •• •
CARD OF THANKS
the same man but was not found Sears Order Office when Albert H.
be greatly appreciated.
3-6
ciation of Colleges, noting that the range view of cur destiny.
I wish to thank my friends and
Officers of Seven Tree Grange of
guilty.
Vernon
A.
Fuller
of
Morrill
war
would
deplete
their
ranks,
Visiting Rotarians were C. J. But Union and their husbands and wives,
neighbors and the Grace Church for
White, driver of the All State Tire
their many acts of kindness in my re was fined $10 on charges of operat Fleet Test car presented two of the
asked that some 150.000 young men, terfield, Camden; John Calvin Stev are invited to meet with Mr. and
SINCE 1855
cent bereavement, also for the beau ing without a license, brought by
the
best
that
we
had
for
leadership,
ens,
Portland; Burt Stevenson, Mrs. Herbert Hawes next Sunday
new premium quality rayon cord
tiful floral tributes, cards and use of State Trooper Stanley Poland.
be sent to their schools at govern Camden; Earl R. Fuller, Camden. night for an officers meeting.
’ires to the Rockland High School
cars. No words can express my grati
tude.
ment expense, agreeing to give in
Guests, C. A. Gallupe and K. J.
j Commodore Lewis Johnson, head driver training car, Jack Passon
*
Mrs. John L. Robbins and Family.
fantry training. If they got any Bickford.
R. L. W.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazetu
driver-instructor. It is a demortstra- NAUQNAt SAFETY COUNCIL^ >
of
Senior
Scouting
for
Maine,
will
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
it was non-existent or farcicial.
tion of the Sears policy of encourag
CARD OF THANKS
inspect
the
quarters,
officers
and
The
last
ditch
method
of
stopping
on
ice
The time came when these boys
I wish to thank neighbors and friends
ing driver training courses, the
TEL. 73. THOMASTON
61-tf for cards and flowers; also Drs. Allen crews of the Rockland Sea Scout company making similar presenta is to jam on the brakes — because it's usu had to go, poorly trained and illand North and nurses at Knox Hospi Ship, "Red Jacket" on Wednesday
ally the last ditch you will ever skid into. fitted for the work ahead of them.
tal for their kindness, while I was a night at 7 p. m. The Ship will be tions to all possible schools where In the first place, stay out of situations
They made up the 106th division.
hospital patient.
rated under the new Rating Plan such courses are maintained.
which may require a quick stop. When you This could have been and should
Mrs. Charlotte Ripley.
’and every endeavor is being made
A former pastor cf the Rockland do use the broke, apply it lightly and inter, have been an elite division. But
In An Attractive Folder
The dental office of Dr. Dana S. to retain the Regional rating this Congregational Church, Rev. Roy mittently. You will stop quicker, and you when Dec. 16,1944. they ran head on
Newman will be closed from Sat ship has held the past two years.
Welker, who heads up the Friend will maintain better steering control while into two German Panzer armies they
doing
it.
urday Jan. 24 to March 8 inc. 6-7. Included in his party will be the ship Train Committee for distribu
Special Three 5”x7”, $5.95
suffered 10.000 casualties. "When
new Field Scout Executive, Leon E. tion of food in Italy, has been
Heavy Gold Wedding Ring with you train an army you have got
Warren.
obliged to give up the post be initials on inside, found on Main to train men for the job. You can
of ill health, according to a stret, near First National Store. not train a combat soldier, or rifle
Visit Lucien K. Green 4c 8ons cause
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Owner may have same by Identify man over night.’
PORTRAITS, WEDDINGS, COMMERCIAL
econa tioor, 18 School street. Odd Drew Pearson report.
Nc one thinking of hunting in
Rockland Tel. 810
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Furnished apartment wanted (two ing it and paying for ad Woods Taxi the Maine woods would go to Bos
PHOTOGRAPHY
Service,
Winter
street.
6-7
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate bedrooms).
558 Main "Street
Your Electrolux Man is in town
Best of references.
ton go into cne of the stores there
403
MAIN
STREET,
. .ROCKLAND, . .TEL. 1220
ortces
JOtf Phone 1525, Rockland.—adv.
Chambermaid wanted at Narra- and ask a clerk to be his guide
Thomaston Tel. 1P2
and will be for some time. For
gansett Hotel. Good wages.—adv. trusting the selection, and purchase
22 Knox Street
information on Sales or Service
ROCKPORT
on your present Electrolux, write
Russell Avenue

The Weather

Is It Ambergris?

GRANGE CORNER

Glidden Memorials

VALENTINE PORTRAITS

DAVIS

FUNERAL HOMES

Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.

ELECTROLUX

$5.00

Tel. Camden 8321
or 643

24 Hour

Ambulance Service

LEWIS E. DYER
168 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
or TEL. 112
6-7

69-tf

THIS WEEK ONLY!
ON ANY OF THE POPULAR FALL AND WINTER

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

rHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

DRESSES

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

ACHORN’S

TELS. 890—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

BUY NOW!
OVERCOATS

CAMDEN, MAINE

$5.00

$5.00

WANTED

TEL. 907 or 770

Plant Superintendent and Assistant

97‘tf

TYPEWRITERS
Underwood, Sundstrand

ADDING MACHINES
STATE NEWS (0
MAIN x I

SOCK! AND

TOPCOATS

SAVE NOW!
BOYS’

SKI
BOOTS

All Wool in Assorted Plaids

now $3.95

now $9.95

(Army Surplus)

DRESS FLANNELS

MACKINAWS

All Wool in solid colors; Red,

AU Wool Plaids
With and Without Hoods

WOOL SHIRTS
Formerly S6.95 and $7.95

All Wool Overcoats and Topcoats

Sidney L. Cullen

Underwood

BURPEE
Funeral Home

JUNIOR—9 to 15

PHOTOGRAPHY

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Value-Plus Savings in all departments. Every item from our regular stock.

“JOAN MILLER”

COMMERCIAL
RUSSELL
Funeral Home

$5.00

THIS AD IS WORTH

selected from our regular stock.
Choose from popular shades in
Tweeds, Fleece and Worsted Fin

Regular $7.95 Value

ishes. Formerly priced from $35

Blue, Tan, Yellow.

to $40.

now $24.95

now

Pile or Shgepskin Lined.

Formerly $16.95

Formerly $8.95 to $12.95

Formerly $6.95

For Continuous Fast Freeze Plant

BOYS’ COATS

now $5.95, $8.95

now $4.95

Must have mechanical ability and be capable of
handling crew.
Make application by letter for interview to—

PHILIP A. DAVIS, Manager

State of Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.
WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE

Many Other Values
in All Departments
at 1-3 to 1-2 Off
Regular Price

Our Tailor Shop

OFF/N'S
MENS

AND

•l

389 MAIN '
6-7

BOYS

CLOTHING

JfS AND dN'Flfi’f

r- -KLAN-

ME

At Your Service
Alterations

Pressing
Dry Cleaning

Page FouP
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Farm Bureau Notes
Agricultural Notes

WARREN

WALDOBORO

Officers of the Volunteer Fire De
partment have been re-elected:
’Maynard Leach, president; Llewel
lyn Payson, vice president; Earl
Griffin, secretary; George Ingra
ham. treasurer; Leroy McCluskey.
Lieut. Cmdr. Ret, Charles Kigel.and
Albert L. Mank, Sr., finance com
mittee. At the next meeting Jan.
28, plans will be made for the
coming year.
Mrs. Fred Starrett visited her
brother. Glenwood Siegars. recently
in Woolwich.
Officers were elected Friday by
Ivy Chapter, OFS. They are: Mrs.
Marion McCluskey, worthy matron;
Elbert Starrett, worthy patron;
Mrs. Mildred White, associate ma
tron; Albert White, associate pa
tron; Mrs. Laura Starrett, secre
tary; Mrs. Edna White, treasurer;
Mrs. Ada Spear, conductress; Mrs.
Fanny Juura, associate conductress;
and Mrs. Helen Maxey Mrs. Evelyn
Robinson, and Leroy Smith, mem
bers of the executive committee.
No plans were completed for in
stallation.
Mrs. Luella Crockett, was in
stalled president of E. A. Starrett
Auxiliary, SUV., Wednesday after
noon. by Mrs. Edith Spear, past
president, who was assisted by Mrs.
Alice Peabody, as guide; Mrs. Edith
Wotton, as assistant guide; Mrs.
Lula Cunningham, Miss Ida Ste
vens, color guards; Miss Mary E.
Kalloch. chaplain and Mrs. Adelle
Stanford, pianist.. Mrs. Gertrude
Starrett was installed past president

Mrs. Elmer Jameson and son
‘Buddy" and Mrs. Hilda Boggs were
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs Aust.n Miller in Bath.
Cedric Achom has been confined
to the house with mumps.
The editor al staff of the High
School student publication will be
headed by Paula Hizcn as editorin-chief. Other officers are: Janice
Fitch, assistant editor; Ronald
Witham, senior editor Miss Hixon
junior editor; Freeland Shuman,
sophomore editor; Cleo Jones,
freshman editor; Nancy Moody,
Grade 8 editor; Stuart Powell, Grad ■
7 editor; Miss Fitch, home econom
ics; Robert Bea’.e and Marlene Da
vis, and Priscilla Carter, see als;
Sally Sprague and William John
son, art; Rcnald Witham. business
manager; Russell Marshall, faculty
advisor.
Mrs. B. C. Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Reed and son of Portland
were visitors Sunday at the home
of Miss Grace Simmons. Mr. Reed
was guest of his son, Francis Reed.

Spring ls not far off as indicated
by seed catalogues that are appear
ing in mails. In buying seed for next
year it is probably well to stick to
the old standard varieties but don't
be afraid to try out some of the
newer ones to see how they grow on
your farm.
Joe Roberts. D.H.I.A supervisor,
reports that Norman McKinnon’s
Herd in Whitefield led the Associa
tion for the month of December
with 1096 pounds of milk and 40
pounds butter fat per cow for the
month. Mr. McKinnon is milking 11
cows. Round Top Farm herd in
Damariscotta was next with 1000
pounds milk and 35 pounds fat per
cow.
The Round Top herd also had two
cows that produced over 90 pounds
fat for the month One of these
cows produced 2560 pounds milk and
95 pounds fat. the other 2390 pounds
milk and 93 pounds fat. There are
in the Association at present 23
herds. Any dairy farmer interest
ed in joining the Association should
contact County Agent. R. C. Went
worth at the Agricultural Extension
Service Office in Rockland
Plans are underway for a coun
ty-wide meet'ng of town fire
wardens and others interested in
rural fire flght ng. The meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 5 and will have
outstanding spe.-kers as well as
equipment on exhibit suitable for
small towns. Place of meeting will the club about her trip to Orono
be announced later in this column wh ch she considered a most worth
4-H Club Notes
while trip.
4-H Clubs in Warren entertained
Eager Beavers 4 H Club cf East
w'th rip~''n<-‘rat nns nt the ineriing Warren are collecting scrap paper
of the P.T.A. Jan. 13. Avis Gam i Jan. 17.
mon and Janet Beane of the War
Megunticook Girls report
ren Wonder Workers demonstrated j theCamden
following kn tting completed.
“Table Setting and Table Manners;'' I Margaret
Erskine has made two
Gilbert and Herbert Martin of beanies, one
pair of gloves, three
George's Valley Boys demonstrated pairs of stockings
and fifteen pairs
“Grading Eggs.” Carolyn Lufkin
mittens; Annie Erskine has made
and Lois Colburn of Eager Beavers, of
East Warren, demonstrated “Table three beanies, cne pair of stock ngs
Setting;” while Phy Ills Payson and i and thirteen pairs of mittens;
Leatrice Dolham of North Warren Gloria Erskine, two pairs of mittens
demonstrated a “Proper Breakfast and Robert Marshall has made a
Menu.” Other 4-H features of this knife rack in the Home Improve
meeting were piano solo by Jean ment project
Faustina Gushee and Alice Miller
Kinney and the new 4-H song “This
Little 4-H Light Of Mine” was sung were winners in the first judging
by White Oak 4H Club of North contest to be held in Knox-Lincoln
County. These girls are members
Warren.
of the Appleton Boosters 4-H Club.
Ayrshire Dairy Boys of Simon Faustina was winner in the contest
ton’s Comer are fixing up a club held on "Hemmed Patches.” Other
room at the home of the leader. contestants in this contest were:
William Annis.
Del a Robbins, Jacquelyn Demuth
Hill Top Juniors of Hope made and Beverly Meservey. Alice was
plans at their 4th meeting for the winner in the judging contest on
demonstration to be given soon “French Seams.”
Other contest
Mrs. Bernice Robbins, leader told ants in this contest were: Esther
Hart, Barbara Wadsworth, Jean
Fish and Marian Griffin

MARINE MOTORS
We Are Now Showing

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

58-tf

Dr. Briwa To Conduct Meeting

Meet ngs scheduled with the agent
this week will be on “Modem Meat
Cookery."
Dr. Kathryn Briwa,
Foods Specialist, Extension Service,
Orono, will conduct. Communities
having this meeting are as follows;
Sheepscot, Jan. 21 at the Grange
Hall. Jan. 22. Damariscotta at the
Recreat on Center and Jan 23 at
Boothbay in the Grange Hall. Foods
leaders assisting with the meeting
are: Mrs. Rosetta Bailey, Aina; Mrs.
Mabel Pinkham, Sheepscot; Mrs.
Vera Durgin, Damariscotta and Mrs.
Helen Gaw. Boothbay.

and other officers seated were: Mrs.
Flora Peabody, vice president: Miss
Ida Stevens, Mrs. Clara Lermond
and Mrs. Alice Peabody, trustees;
Mrs. Edith Spear, treasurer; Mrs.
Clara Lermond, patriotic instructor;
Mrs. Alice Pcabodv, guide; Mrs.
Edith Wotton. assistant guide;
Mrs. Lula Cunningham, first color
guard; Miss Ida Stevens second
color guard; Mrs. Inah Overlock,
inside guard; Mrs. Lubelle Sidelinger. outside guard; Mrs. Flora Pea
body, press correspondent; Mrs.
Ella Cunningham, secretary; Mrs.
Adelle Stanford, pianist.
A group of five students from
Gordon College, Boston, will have
charge of the church service. Wed
nesday at 7.30 at the Montgomery
rooms. Robert Wyllie of this town,
is included in the program.
A Spry Old Lady
Miss Adelaide Lermond received
nearly 60 birthday cards, and calls
from neighbors and friends, Satur
day afternoon, in observance of her
91st birthday anniversary the
open house arranged by Mrs.
Fred Starrett, with whom, Miss
Lermond has made her home since
April 1946. In addition, she was re
membered with gifts, among them
birthdiay cakes, including a special
one from her nieces of Thomas
ton. Adding much to the festivity
of the afternoon was vocal music,
Chester Wyllie, who sang tenor so
los, and in duet with Mrs. Leroy
Norwood .and in a group with Rev.
Lee A. Perry, and Rev. Edward L.
Manning. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Starrett, assisted by Mrs.
Mary Wall and Mrs. Emma Nor
wood.
Miss Lermond seemed none the
worse for the excitement of the
day. She is spry, able to make her
own bed, and to wipe dishes, when
Mrs. Starrett permits her to.
She was born a» Oyster River.
Thomaston, daughter of the late
Erastus and Emeline Woodcock
Lermond. For one term, she was
teacher at the Oyster River School,
and she worked for four Winters
at the straw shop at Westboro.
Mass., but for the most part, she re
mained at home, where she was
needed by her mother. She sold her
home in 1945. and since has been
boarding.

For’48...
start off on the
RIGHT foot...with

Snow Bowl Skiers

The Coast League

7
6
20
Referees. Flanagan. Quinn. Time
4-10s.

Great Britain will hold Gebraltar
only until the last of the wild apes
of the rocks dies, according to a lo
cal legend.
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either
of the estaes hereinafter named'
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. ln and for the County of Knox,
on the sixteenth day of December, in
the yea*- of our Lord, one thousand
nine hundred and forty-seven, and bv
adjournment from day to day f-om the
sixteenth day of said December. The
following matters having been present
ed for the action thereupon herein
after indicated it is hereby ORDERED
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
land. in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the seventeenth
day of February. A. D. 1948, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
therecn if thev see cause.
ESTATE ELBRIDGE A. WINCAPAW.
late of Friendship, deceased. Petition
praying that Fessenden Wincapaw of
Friendship. Administrator, or some
other suitable person, be licensed to
convey real estate situated in Friend
ship and fully described in said peti
tion. and distribute the proceeds of
sale among the helrs living in differ
ent States. Presented by Alfred Mor
ton of Friendship, heir.
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Coun
ty. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
2 T-6
WILLIS R VINAL. Register.

\

GM
general!
MOTORS

HYDRA-IW
—\ DRIVE

What a wonderful feeling—to start off the New Year
on the right foot . . . automatically ... in a new 1948
Oldsmobilc with GM Uydra-Matic Drive!
It’s a new driving thrill to glide away from the curbwithout shifting gears, without pushing a clutch. Simply
touch a toe to the accelerator and you’re off to a smooth
start. Your left foot relaxes with nothing to do. There
isn’t even a clutch pedal in the car. You go in safety,
too, with both hands on the wheel, as Hydra-Matic
Drive shifts gears automatically through four forward
speeds. And for highway passing or hill climbing, you
can count on Hydra-Matic Drive’s special pick-up
gear to give you an extra hurst of power and speed.

During the past 8 years, Hydra-Matic Drive has heen
proved in the hands of more than 425,000 Oldsmobile
owners. And today — as Oldsmobile celebrates its
Golden Anniversary by swinging into production on a
brand new "Futuramic” car—Hydra-Matic Drive* is
still away out ahead . . . automatically! Watch for the
new 1948 Oldsmobiles at your Oldsmobile dealer’s.

NOTHING

FOR

THE

LEFT

FOOT

TO
♦Optional at extra cost

DEALER

YOUR

UNION

Supt. and Mrs. Frederick Mossier
visiting his parents in OrrlngEnjoying These Winter Days are
ton, while Mr. Mossier is having
x-rays in Bangor.
and Nights—Zero Has
Willard Howard went to Boston
No Terrors
Friday on business.
Zero temperatures over last Edwards Mathews, Merton Payweek-end held little discouragement son, Mrs. Irving Rich, Mrs. Edgar
for Winter spirts fans as skiers Barker and Mrs. Alfred Hawes were
from all over the State and some in Portland Friday to visit Mrs.
from as far away as Delaware Mathews at the Maine General.
flocked to the Snow Bowl slope at I Union Farm Bureau will meet
Camden. But then, it takes only Tuesday at the Methodist vestry.
two minutes to langlauf from the Tlie annual meeting of the Mens
ski slope to the blazing fireplaces Brotherhood will be held Wednes
of the 8J-fcot rustic Lodge House, day night in the vestry. A public
where hot coffee and chocolate, hot supper will be served at 6.30.
dogs and hamburgers are served by Maurice Day, artist and lecturer of
members of the House Committee Damariscotta has been engaged as
each week-end.
the speaker. Mr. Day graduated
“Most concentrated Winter sports from the School of the Museum of
area in the East” is the way Cam Fine Arts in Boston. His work has
den Outing Club members stress included illustrations of children's
the closeness of the ski slope skat books, magazine covers and draw
ing lake and skate house, and the ings from nature While in Califor
toboggan slide to the pine panelled nia in 1934 Walt Disney saw many
Lodge House. And when the ther of his photos of Maine and com
mometer is close to zero those fires missioned Day to return to Maine
are appreciated.
to take photographs for the car
The ski slope is flood-lighted' ana toonists to use in drawing scenes for
the tew ooerales Monday, Wednes- “Bambi.” He will lecture on the
. ay and Friday nights and all day beauties of Maine with movie and
Saturday and Suncay, subject to still pictures, and also show many
snow conditions.
of his elfin characters.
Reports from the Megunticook .Mrs. Lizzie Hawes went to Bos
Downhill Run in the Camden Hills ton Tuesday and will visit her
Park, three miles east of Camden daughter Mrs. Alfred Morris. Wal
(the Snow Bowl is three m'les to tham.
the west) are that it is in excellent
Union High will play Waldoboro
condition with 18 to 24 inches of Tuesday night at Union, and a
powder snow, with granular surface. game is scheduled with Litchfield
I for Friday night. There were two
and will remain for a longer visit. good games with Morse High,
Miss Louise M. Boggs, daughter Brooks Friday night. Brooks girls
of Mr and Mrs Ernest Boggs, was won the first game with a score of
chosen as High School candidate 41-29. but the Union boys defeated
for the D A.R. Good Citizenship Brooks with a score of 40-33.
Pilgrimage to Washington. Miss
Boggs has been a member of the
school band for four years, secre
tary of the Home Economics Club
(Continued from Page Two)
in her freshman and sophomore
years, secretary of her class in her passing and good on the defense as
jun or and senior years, a member well as the offensive are John Duff,
of the Student Council in her sopho Mike McConchie. Bob Kirchner and
more year. Glee Club for two years, Johnny Karl. Their fine display of
and at present is pianist for the team work have kept the team in
Glee Club. She has also oeen a first place in the Limerock Coast
member of the school orchestra for League.
Eagles 58, Boothbay Harbor 20,
two years.
Jahn Williams has returned to The Harbor Club was no match
his duties at the bank after being for the boys in Blue as they held
confined to the house as result of a Boothbay to one basket, and led 292 at half time. The Eagles went on
fall cn the ice.
Mrs. Katie Eugley fell cn‘ the to win 58-20. Whittier and Flint
bridge on Mill street, recently, sus led the Rockland attack wi’h 32
taining a sprained ankle and a cut points between them, while Brewer
scored nine for the losers. It was
on her leg.
Clarence Benner ls confined to Boothbay’s sixth straight defeat
bed. having suffered an ill turn re and put them 5t4 games behind the
league leaders.
cently.
Peterson and McRae played
stand-out ball as the Eagles notched
their seventh win of the campaign.
Friday Rockland travels to Camden
to meet the second place Legion
naires.
Rockland
Pis
F. G
F
Allen If
Kerchner If ............. 2
1
5
............. 8
1
17
Flint rf
5
15
Whittier c ............. 5
............. 3
0
6
McRae c
0
Karl lg
............. 0
0
Peterson lg ............. 1
1
3
2
0
lie rg ..........1
—
—
—
Total
...... ..... 25
8
58
Boothbay
F.O.
F
Pts
Lewis If
0
............. 0
0
0
Bates if
............. 0
0
0
2
t rf ............1
c ............. 0
0
0
c .... ............. 2
5
9
3
1
lg ............. 1
Gray rg
0
............ 3
6
............. n
0
0

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested ln either oi
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
in and for the County of Knox, on the
sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-seven, and by ad
journment from day to day from the
sixteenth day of said December. The
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon here
inafter indicated it is hereby OR
DER ED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
cf this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
land. in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on ‘he seventeenth
day of February. A. D. 1948 at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon if they see cause.
ESTATE GEORGE NASH, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition praying
that Walter P. Conley of Camden, or
some other suitable person, be licensed
to convey real estate situated in Rock
land, and fully described in said peti
tion. and distribute the proceeds of
sale among the heirs living ln differ
ent States. Presented by Charles S.
Nash of Camden, heir.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
2-T-6
WILLIS R VINAL. Register.

Our Remuneration
Difference Between Man
Who Works, and Man
Who Doesn’t
Soliciting not long since in a
small grocery, finding the proprie
tor was away for several days, I
showed the young clerk what our
contract would do for him. He ad
mitted he should have it and would
later buy it, not now, he said, be
cause “the boss is too mean to give
me enough pay .” Lcoking over the
store I nctired the floor was awfully
gummed up, the goods on the
shelves were badly arranged and
thick dust and dirt covered every
thing.
I suggested he scrape and wash
the floor, rearrange goods, tho- i
rough clean and dust the entire es- !
tablishment while his employer was I
absent thereby giving him a pleas
ant surpr se upon his return which
would undoubtedly stimulate busi
ness. please his employer and which
would bring a voluntary increase or
qualify himself to ask for it. "No
sir, I'll do only what I have to do
and he'll ante or I'll quit.” He ob
viously, like too many others, want
ed more for doing less.
Our super ors and associates see
what we are doing, our standing
with policyholders and our volume
of production reflects our efforts
and governs our income, getting
business means going after it. To
earn more we must do more. This
plan has made America great. We
are now clos ng an old and will soon
enter upon a new year and in the
spirit of Peace on Earth, Good Will
to All Men, we must do our part to
see that the shirking tendencies of
this galloping age shall not trample
upon a custom w’hich has brought
prosperity and the happiness that
comes w th reward in accordance
with the services which we shall
render.
There are small places of business
that cannot qualify by number of
employes fcr group insurance.
Non-occupational franchise is the
answer.—Walter W. Morse in the
Mutual Underwr ter of New York.

LOST AND FOUND

TEL. 889

THE TIMES /

CLASSIFIED

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services
HERE’S WRAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines tn<erted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
tines 10 cents eaeh for one time; 20 cents for two timea. Eire
•mall words to a line.

Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements
erhlch require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PAIR of Horses six and seven years
1939 CHEVROLET ’i-ton Truck for
sale.
Motor ln excellent condition. old. for sale, weight 3409, also new harTires very good, body rough. For im j ness and scoot. EVERETT TURNER.
mediate sale $450.
INGHAM, phone Walls on Road. Tenant’s Harbor. 6-7
1485. Rockland____________________ 6 -11
FORD 11947 ) 2-door Sedan for sale.
WILFRED
GENTLEMAN'S Good*looking. Brown 8000 ml actual mileage
MILL
S, North Haven Tel. 69-2.
6*lt
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
OVERSTUFFED
Set.
3-plece.
$50;
Cir

793-W._______________________________ 6*9
culating Heater with oil burners. $35.
CHEVROLET
(1934).
Radio and MRS WALTER WILLIS, 8 Brewster St.
_______ 6*lt
heater, for sale TEL. 919-R after
5 p. m.______________________________ 6*7
ONE HORSE Covered Sled for sale.
6*7
LARGE Norge Pot-type Heaters, re HAROLD A DEAN. Rockland.
duced from $99 50 to $75. while they
NFA Crispy Sauerkraut for sale.
last Tel 1091 W. C E GROTTCN. 138
Camden St.
6-9 HAROLD A. DEAN, Rockland______ 6*7
TWO Children's Sleds for sale, excellent condition. TEL. 207-M.
6*1

LIVE Bait for sale the year ’round.
R W
TYLER. Lie. Dealer, South
Thomaston. TEL. 243-31._________ 2-T 8

CLEMENTS ROCKS from high pro
duclng strains have become famous
for their hardiness, quick feathering,
early maturity, and persistent egg lay
ing.
MAINE U S
APPROVED PUL
LORUM CLEAN. Baby Pullets, Cock
erels or straight-run Chicks, prices rea
sonable. Also Reds and Black Sex-Links
Write for catalog
CLEMENTS BROS
FARMS. Rt. 33. Winte port. Me.

MUST be sold at once. Maple House
hold Furnishings; perfect condition.
May be seen at 16 Spruce St. TEL.
989 - J._______________________________ 5*6
SPECIAL 89o! Long handle steel
Shovel for use ln barn or snow. Get
yours while we have them.
Orders
filled promptly. W S. PILLSBURY «St
SON Waterville._____________________ 5 6
$60.00 FOR a used 2-cow Milker com
plete. and many kinds of other used
Milkers taken in trade for DeLaval
Milkers Several used DeLaval Milkers
taken in trade for larger DeLaval
Milkers. We have new Magnetic and
Sterling DeLaval Milkers in stock. See
or write us about a milker. W. S.
PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville,
i_____________________________________ 5-6
SEPARATOR
good, slightly used.
DeLaval for only $25 00 We have new
and used DeLaval Separators ln stock
with or without motor equipment at
the right price. Let us know your
wants. We will help you. W. S. PILLS
BURY A SON' Waterville___________ 5-6
FORD (1941) one-ton pick-up Truck
for sale. P A CLARKE. Tel. 1318
5*6
I SECOND-HAND nice 22-in. Furnace,
for sale. Cheap for cash. Tel. 1091-W.
C. E GROTTON 138 Camden St. 5-8
TWO Pool Tables. Show Cases. Pop
i Case, and other equipment.
TEL.
| NORTH HAVEN 8 13.
5-7
; CHEVROLET Half-ton Panel Truck
(1947) for sale. Low mileage. TEL.
I 1195 J______________________ 5"8
GLENWOOD Range with coll. $25;
round Glenwood Parlor Stove, $15:
Maine Kitchen Range. $15 and Small
Parlor Wood Stove. $12 for sale. All in
good condition.
WEAVER. 15 Hyler
St.. Thomaston.
5*6
SEVEN FOOT Skis, Sled. Sewing Ma
1 chine. Cross-cut Saw. Chest of Drawers,
Round Extension Table and six Chairs.
Mantle Clocks. Canes, ’i-size Iron Bed.
Mirro: s.
Kitchen
Drop-leaf
Table
Stands. Rockers. Parlor Chairs, Child’s
Rocker. Dishes of all kinds for sale.
, WEAVER. 15 Hyler street, Thomaston.

DUPLEX-GRATE. Large-sized. Circu
lating Heater, for coal or wood, $40;
Royal Portable Typewriter. $30. CHES
TER R WALLACE. Tel Warren 1-34
6-7
BOY S Shoe Skates, size 4. for sale.
Like new. $4.00
MRS
BERNARD
Spruce_Head _Tcl 58-5.___________ 6-7

HAY for sale, delivered or in barn
ARTHUR ANDERSON. St. George road.
Thomaston. Tel 168 5.
6*7
GLENWOOD Range with oil burner,
for sale. iEL, s o 22
b-lt

FOR SALE

TO

BEWARE OF

PINWORMS

the embarraMing. nagging rectal itch.
After centuries of Pin-Worm distress a
really effective way to deal with them has
been established through JAYNE'S P-W,
the new Pin-Worm treatment developed
in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne A Son.
The small easy-to-take F-W tablets give
satisfaction or your money back. So why
take chances on Pin-Worms 1 If you sue-

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY
ROCKLAND

OUR

ADS

L140 Thomaston, 4-room House with
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss
of deposit bock numbered 34542 and hot air furnace in ba.->ement.automa
the owner of said book asks for dupli tic gas hot water heater, flush closet,
cate in accordance with the provision wonderful view. $4000
S A. LAVENDER.
of the State Law
ROCKLAND SAV
Member Maine Re*l Estate Assoc.
INGS BANK by Sidney H Pierce.
Thomaston.
Tel. 369
Treas., Rockland, Maine, Jan. 6. 1948 151 Main, St.
2*T*6
6-lt
~~ WALTHAM Wrist-’WatciT found ncar
Masonic Temple. Owner may have same
by calling at AUTO REGISTRATION
WANTED
,
OFFICE, 419 Main St.. Rockland, and I
paying for this advertisement.
5-6 I
YOUNG Lady with experience would
ltke secretarial position in city. Ref
erences.
TEL. 8060. mornings
6*lt
LET
TYPING, figuring, etc., wanted to do
at home. Accuracy, expert workman
FIVE-ROOM Furnished Apartment ship. and promptness
guaranteed.
(heated) to let. TEL. 1345 from 11 to 12. Write P. O_ BOX 713. Rockland
6*lt
6*lt
ROLLER for saw mill wanted. NOR
Tel 2fD-9
TWO ROOM Furnished Apartment to MAN MILLER. Waldoboro
let. TEI, 1234
.
6tf
FURNISHED Heated Apartment, also
single, heated Room to let. No phone
Learn to Be a Tree Expert. A profit
calls: 14 Masonic street.
5*6 able career for young men. Study and
work
at every angle of tree care. An
FURNISHFD Room to let; 182 Cam interesting,
w^'-w'nz outdoor vo
den 8t TEL. 758 W
5*6
cation. Earn While You Learn! On the ____ _______________________ 5^6
HEATED Furnished Room to let. joo training witn some Udbo.vcm and
CHEVROLET Pick-up ’i-ton Truck
TEL. 279-W, or call at 88 Summer St. other instruction, under nationally- 1 (1934) for sale. Excellent condition.
5-6 lecognized experts of an approved WEBBER'S & BURGESS GARAGE. Tel.
___ _______
5*6
FURNISHED Heated
Rooms
and company for veteran’s training. Small 1142
Apartments are available at the FOSS classes, individual instruction: next
ELECTRIC Stove, for sale, white and
HOUSE Tel. 8030 ________________ Ltf classes begin Feb. 16 and March 1. If black, with oven; white and black oil
you are between 18 and 30. single, and
WEBBER’S INN—Board and Room by want a Re 1 Futu-e, write THE F A Stove with oven; two Wood Stoves.
day or week. Under new management. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT CO . P O Priced right for quick sale. TEL. 1318
CALL THOMASTON. 340 3
104*11 ltf Box 1337. Stamford. Conn.. T H REU
__
___ 4______________________ 5*6
M kN, Personnel Director.
6*9
NEW Dodge pick-up -Truck, one-ton,
PUBLIC NOTICE
LIGHT Trucking and Rubbish re nine feet long pick-up body for sale.
$1550. TEL CAMDEN 404
5*6
Acting under authority vested in the moved. HILLOROVE
Tel 1199 M
Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish
_____________________________________ 5*6
15 h.p.. 220 440 VOLT Westinghouse
cries of the State of Maine an excep
LACK High School Diploma? Adults, line-s art Induction Motor, almost new.
tion is made to the provision of Sec
at home under experts. Inquire for sale. Cylinder-head for Chevrolet
tion 39, Chapter 34. Revised Statutes, study
Motor (1936) Chevrolet Cylinder-Head
K H CASSENS. Box 216, Rockland
as follows:
5*6 (1931) 1956 Dodge Radiator and Me
Rule and Regulation
chanical Steel Dump Body, complete.
YOUNG Women—To train in approved TEL THOMASTON, 32-11 after 5 p. m
Commencing cn the 29th day of
January. 1943. lt shall be lawful to school of attendant nursing. 18-month
5-6
No expense Allowance, uni
take smelts from tidewater in the St. course
GENTLEMENS Brown Coat lined
and books furnished.
Two
George River, within 100 yards of the forms
Ages with Marmot fur with Otter collar,
dam on said river in the town of War- years’high school required.
rne. from the time the ice goes out, 18- 35. Graduates assured permanent very reasonably priced and in good
TEL 793-W.___________ 5*9
until April 25th of each year, both days positions with excellent fut:e. Write 1 condition
today: PRINCIPAL. 149 Hillside Ave
inclusive.
FURJNACES. For as low as $2 a week
5-12 j you can have a furnace Installed ln
Dated at Augusta. Maine this 9th day nue. Arlington. Mass.
of January. A. D
Furnaces designed foi
SLEIGH Bells wanted. Horse Bells. , your home.
RICHARD E. REED
Cow Bells, any kind of Bells. TEL coal, wood, oil or coke. Prices right.
Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish INGHAM 1485
5*6
5*6 TEL 1318. Rockland.
eries.
4-T-6
CHEVROLET Roadster (1931) for
ANTIQUE Furniture. Old Olass and
Price $130.
Good condition,
China. Old Oil Paintings. Old Gold sale.
STATE PARK COMMISSION
Frames, etc. Highest prices paid. Let extra equipment. Write EDWARD L.
Sealed bids will be received for the me know what you have. CARL E. POLAND. Loudvllle. . Me.
5*6
rental of the C.C.C. buildings and fa FREEMAN. Glen Cove. Me. Tel. Rock
MY Home at South Thomaston:
cilities. with reservations, at the head land 103
________________ 99tf 5-room house, barn, henhouse, 30 acres
quarters of Camden Hills S ate Park
GRADUATE Swedish masseur will land, 4 acre field, rest wood. Some
at the office of the State Park Com
No reasonable offer refused.
consider
a
few
more
patrons for medi timber
mission. 11 Chapel Street. Augusta.
G. SIMMONS. Tel. Rockland 58-31 or
Maine until 10CO a. m Monday morn cal massage. Treatments given in your E.
73
R.
______________________
5*6
own
home
by
appointment.
Sinus,
ing. January 26. 1948
The term of this lease shall not ex Hay Fever. Migraine Headaches re
HOUSE Trailer, “Junior Home Coach”
lieved
by
new
method.
TEL
911-W
ceed one year. The State reserves the
for sale, sleeps 2 or 3. Good condition
between 6 and 7 p. m.
4*12 Price reasonable. R W. CUNNING
right to reject any or all bids.
Dated at Augusta. Jan. 13. 1948.
HAM, Camden St., Rockport. Tel. 8931.
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL SIM
STATE PARK COMMISSION.
________ 4*6
MONS Tel 1240. Rockland. Me.
___________________ ______________ 5-6
89tf
DRY 4-foot Slab Wood for sale. $2 per
PTANOS and House Organs tuned. cord in our yard or $5. per cord deliv
LEGAL NOTICE
$3 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN ered within 15-mile radius of mill, ln
CITY OF ROCKLAND MAINE:
2-cord lots
JAMES ROBBINS and
KURBS,
69 Park St Tel. 199-MK.
Central Maine Power Company, a cor
6*9 SON, Searsmont, Me. Tel. Liberty 12-6.
poration duly organized and existing
4-7
under and by virtue of the laws of
WE pay top prices for scrap iron,
My Property at 158 Talbot avenue ls
the State of Maine, and having its metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR
Tel. for sale, including two house lots and
principal office and place of business DON & SON. 6 T St.. Rockland
81-tf a partly constructed house. DR. MARY
in Augusta, in the County of Kenne 388-W
REUTER___________
4-6
bec. in said State, and authorized to
transmit and distribute electricity in
STOVES of all kinds for sale. Pot
the City of Rockland. Maine, in ac
Heaters.
Coal
Heaters,
Wood
Heaters,
MISCELLANEOUS
cordance with the general statutes re
Enaraeled Ranges with gas and oil; all
lating to that business, hereby pe‘ileading makes of Oil Burners. 6” to 13”
tions for permission, in accordance with
GOOD pay Jobs offered trained auto size; Radios. Victrolas. Electric Mo
law. to e ect and maintain poles with body-fender man in daily “want ads.” tors. Collapsible Baby Carriages and
cross-arms carrying wires, together Put in a few hours weekly learning new Cast Iron Furnaces. Have a du
with the necessary sustaining and welding, painting, metal work, etc. plex House for sale. 6 rooms and bath,
supporting wires and fixtures required Chance for high wages or your own each side, all ln perfect condition. All
therefor, upon, and along the following business. Veterans and Civilians. Write these things can be seen at GROTnamed highways and public roads in for free information. AUTO-CRAFTS TON’S STOVE A OIL BURNER SERV
said City of Rockland:
TRAINING, care The Courier-Gazette. ICE, 138 Camden street, phone 1091 -W.
One pole on the westerly side of
6*7 City.____
5-8
Brick St., and the southerly side
PRACTICAL NURSING
SLABS for sale. Approximately on<
of Pa-k street and northerly side of
Train quickly at home.
Excellent cord to load. $2.50 delivered. PIONEEE
the Maine Central Railroad right-of- pay.
Many earn while learning. In LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. Tel
way.
Free WAYNE SCHOOL OF 324-M93t
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY. formation
PRACTICAL NURSING, care The Cou
January’ 8. 1948
VENETIAN BLINDS
rier-Gazette.
6*7
By (signed) H. P Blodgett.
Custom built for your windows,
Div. Mgr.
INSTRUCTION. Male. Mechanlcally- aluminum slats, colors white, eggshell
January 12. 1948
mlndcd men look into Refrigeration or ivory. Tape colors: mingle, duck
Rockland. Maine,
and Air Conditioning as a profitable Ivory, brown mulberry, apple green,
Upon the foregoing petition, it is
future career. Write UTILITIES INST , radio blue or black. Call UNITED HOMS
ORDERED: That a hearing be held care The Courier-Gazette.
6*7 HfiPPLY CO 57D-58B Main St.. Bock
thereon at City Building, Spring Street
land Tel 939
__________ 7ptt
GET AHEAD WITH DIESEL
in the City of Rockland on Tuesday,
Everywhere
industry
ls
turning
to
GAB House Coke Is now available,
the third day of February. 1948. at 4 Diesel
for
economical
streamlined
j
»15
ton
delivered
for
any
heating or
o'clock in the afternoon at which time power: Railroads, trucks, tractors, fac
and place residents and owners of tories. larg-‘ and small power and rooking need. M B. & C. O PERRY
Tel.
«7
ggtf
property upon the highways to be af lighting plants. Be ahead of the crowd
fected thereby shall have full oppor
1935 DODGE Bua for sale. 21 passel
tunity to show cause why such permit —prepare for this opportunity now. ger.
flrst-class condition. CAMDE1
should not be granted: and that pub You can start learning Diesel opera THOMASTON
BUS LINE. Tel. M4-1
lic notice thereof be given by publish tion and main enance while holding
present
job.
If
you
are
mechanically
ing a copy of said petition, attested
MACHINE and Repair Shop on street
by the City Clerk together with this lnclimd—w ite for free facts. UTILI
order of notice thereon, once a week TIES DIESEL TRAINING, care The and waterfront for lease. Equipment
4*5 In first class condition
for 2 successive weeks in The Courier- Courier-Gazette.
Two latbea,
Gazette. a newspaper printed ln the
shaper, arc and acetylene welding,
said City of Rockland, the last publi
greasing outfit, wide variety of other
cation io be fourteen days before said
tools. New building, concrete floor,
hearins.
grease pit. Ready for Immediate oc
OSGOOD A GILBERT. Chairman.
cupancy
Contact R. K. BARTER.
A. C. McLOON.
Stonington. Maine Tel. 51-2
estf
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN.
.
GRANITE
LIVES FOREVER
CHARLES BICKNELL. II,
Granl'e walks (any width), flrepli
D ROBERT McCARTY.
Medical reports reveal that an amazing posts (any stae) boat moorings, al
A true copy
number of children and adults are victim* flagging Chips, and duat for drlvei
Attest:
(no more mud) rip rap for all k
of Pin-Worma.
GERALD U. MARGESON.
Watch for the warning eigne, especially ut fills and dock work, pier atone, w
4-T-6
City Clerk

RE ADTHE ADS
WINTER STREET,

USE

SMnNSS BONDS

fc’s MU to NBntartPdM lorPl*.Woraal

foundations, curbing, paving hl<
ashlar and monumental atone poets
property markers and building i
porta. We will deliver anywhere
us about granite All loaded on ]
truck. Estimates gladly submitted'
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN ft BOM.
Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 1

ft O. HOCKINO.
T»L Tanant’a------- ’
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VINALHAVEN
The "Night Hawks" met Thurs
day night with Mrs. Cleo Drew at
her home on High street. Lunch
was served. ?J1 members were pres
ent and an enjoyable social eve
ning was passed.
A group of friends were enter
tained, Wednesday night by Mrs.
Richard Williams at her home.
Lunch was served. Guests were
Ruth Roberts, Mary C. Chilles. As
trid Winslow, Mary Maker, Carleen
Barter and Priscilla Rosen.
C. C. Webster and Clyde Bick
ford attended the Lions Convention
last Tuesday in Lewiston.
Mrs.
Ivan Caiderwood,
local
chairman for the sale of Christmas
Seals for the Tuberculosis benefit,
announces that $217. was contribut
ed to this worthy cause.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Poole who
recently started housekeeping at
the home owned by Capt. Edward
Greenleaf were given a surprise
party Wednesday night by Mr. and
Mrs. Olaf Holmquist, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Shields, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
White. Refreshments were served
and Mr. and Mrs. Poole received a
nice gift.
Mrs. Dorothy Headley entertained
the E. A. T. Club Thursday after
noon at dessert bridge, first honors

going to Mrs. Erdine Chilles, second
to Mrs. Anne Carver.
Kenneth York, a veteran of
World War II, died Jan. 17, at the
Veteran's Hospital, Togus. Funeral
services will be held Wednesday
afternoon at the Headley Funeral
Home under the auspices
of
the Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post.
America Legion.
Clifford White has returned from
a visit Of several weeks with rela
tives in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Ellen Conway was hostess
Thursday to the “Nitwits". Lunch
was served and a delightful social
evening passed.
Guests registered at The Islander
last week were: Earle H. Deane,
Belfast; Mrs. Emma Snow. North
Haven; Richard Harding, Richard
N. Ames. Edwin Raye, Vernon Raye,
Rudolph Bergren. Donald Bergren,
Earle H. Barter, Philip E. Ryan all
of Rockland.
Victor and Richard Swears were
visitors Saturday in Rockland.
Miss Harriett Vinal, who has
been spending several weeks at her
home here, re'umed Friday to Na
tick, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl,
sons Dennis and John of Thomas
ton were week-end guests of Mrs.
Sprowl's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Stillman Osgood.
American Legion meets Wednes-

Superb Quality — And

More Tea per Bag

SALADA'
TEA-BAGS

Quack and Squawk

Page Five

he had laid an egg. Bruce was
OWL’S HEAD
eliminated on a 259 score and has
The Village Garden Club met
not been able to figure out how
Wednesday n’ght at the home of
it could happen.
As opponents Holmstrom and Mrs. Edna Wotton. A quiz cn
Poole defeated Lyford and White, “General Garden Information" was
which was better than Shields and directed by Helen Ross. Alpine and
Poole could do on Monday night i Western U. S. flowers were viewed
when these four teamed up in a through a stereoscope by the mem
five string doubles match. Shields brs. Mrs Constance Painter and
McLain School
I The tables and chairs give a home
and Poole were defeated by Lyford Mrs Catherine Hallet were wel
Room 6. Mr. Dow. The special 'llke appearance where the pupils
and White 938 to 854, but the loses comed as new members.
came right back with a challenge 1 The Farm Bureau met Thursday patrol which is now efficiently work comfortably under modern
for a return match and they intend at the home of Mrs. Nellie Reed handling the traffic at the McLain lighting when sunlight does not
to reverse the decision or bust with 11 members and guests pres Schoo! consists of 12 boys and 10 suffice.
something.
ent. The subject "Bread Making" girls from our class. Arlene Miller t Pupils using the new room come
Al! thp Vinalhaven bowlers arc was directed by Mrs. Nina Perry, and Francis Bates arc the chiefs in small groups for one period each
interested in tlie Choir supper that who demonstrated the making of of the girls’ and boys’ groups, re- hay; Edward Bickford, George
takes place Monday night and the yeast bread, rolls, coffee bread and spectively. The chiefs are chosen Eowles, Rachel Gardner, Betty
expectations are that those bowlers clover leaf rolls. Members voted on merit after two weeks observa- Leach^Joan Studley, Walter Willey
will give the Choir the surprise of to hold a card and game party (ion and supervise the other mem and Perry Hooper. Larry Bird
their life as they demonstrate what Feb. 18. at the home of Mrs. Nellie bers of the Patrol In their duties. Gerald Brackett, Robert Emery.
a real appetite can do to real food. Reed, to ra se funds for the Farm Other members of the Patrol are Wendall Harmon, Daisy Hutchin
If they can say "able" the Skippers Bureau project, purchasing new Gloria Venezia, Janey Breen, Mil son, and Joseph Peter. Kathleen
and Ganders will hold their week dining tables for the library. At dred Copeland, and Dolores Gali- Achorn. Patricia Curtis, Harold
ly squabble after this supper and noon an excellent Square Meal for ano, corridors and stairs; Helen Kennison. Rhyllis Robinson and
it is expected that Captain Grimes Health” was served by Mrs. Lura Ranta and Gloria Wood, girls’ Philip Towflsend. Ethel Bunker,
will get some new ideas on new Moorlan and Mrs. Nellie Reed, din basement: Nancy DeMass, Sonia Keith Harper, Ruel Hooper, Eugene
food, new environment and new- ner committee. The next meeting Curry, and Marion Talbot, girls’ Kenniston, Wendall Curtis, Donald
table girls.
1 will be Feb. 12, on “Rug Making." playground: William Ulmer. Ken Drake, Wayne DeLong. Edwin In
Ducks—Grindle
259;
Haskell.
Mrs. Stephen Willis. Mrs Wallace neth Winchenbach Angelo Escorsio, s'.^ Dt°reLRe^\ann Ll0yH
265' Gus Swanson. 283; White,263; Heal and Mrs. Ronald Green en Kenneth Day, and John Boynton, Richards. Harold Clark, Bernard
tertained Thursday at the home of corridors and stairs; Harold Ken- Dorfman. Donald Lessard. Charles
Lyford, 263- total, 1334
Swans—Williams. 255; F Swan Mrs. Willis. Rockland, honoring nison, Nathan Copeland, and Roger Smith Kenneth Winchenbach, Glo
son, 236: Smith. 237; Holmstrom, Mrs. James Fariell at a surprise Grindle, boys’ basement; Paul Mer ria Wood, Clayton Dorr, Rcb“rt
stork shower. Buffet lunch was riam. Clayton Dorr, and Leo Mar Carlson. Harold Cummings. Nelson
268; Poole, 290; total, 1286.
Harmon, Prudence Iatt, Katie
I served. Mrs. Farrell rece ved many tel, boys’ playground.
Johnson, Joel McLain, Emery Niles
ROUND TOP COW
’ lovely gifts. Guests present were
Grade 6, Mrs. Barbour
and Mary Newhall.
A registered Holstein-Friesian Mrs. Ethel Whalen. Mrs. Courtney
A
surprise
basket
was
prepared
Winners in the reading contest
cow in the dairy herd owned by j Foster. Mrs. Charles Stone, Mrs. for Nancy Post by the class, with this
week Grade 5. Mrs. Parr and
Round Top Farms, Damariscotta, }i Augustus Stone cf Ash Point. Mrs. Russell Wixson as chairman.
i Mrs.Ethel Worcester of Ingraham Posters on "Parts of Speech" are Mrs. Hall, tie scores. Grades 6. Mrs
has recently completed a 365-day Hill, Mrs. Annie Farrell, Mrs.
De-Laite and Mr. Dow. tie scores.
production record of 593 pounds of Benjamin Lindsey, Miss Doro being made this week.
Tyler School
Boniface Mascarenhas, of Ban
butterfat and 17.457 pounds of thy Maddocks, Miss Margaret galore, India told the sixth grades
Grade 5, Mrs. Spring
milk in Herd Improvement Regist Borgersen, Mrs. Lloyd Painter, Mrs. some very interesting facts last
Our room has two new pupils.
ry Test. The Holstein-Friesian As Francis Dyer, Mrs. Walter K rk of Friday, concerning Indian Schools, Leona Demmons and William
sociation of America announces. Owl’s Head, Mrs. Robert Learned customs, clothing and elephant Daggett.
Her official name is Roto Dauntless and Miss Evelyn Stone of Rockland, trapping.
Grade 4, Miss Bowden
Pauline Beauty. She was milked 2 Mrs Neal Farrell of Thomaston
were written this week Mary Batty has moved here from
The sewing circle met Friday toLetters
times daily and was five years of
a school in La Harve, France,
age when she began her test peri night at the home of Mrs. Alice with whom we plan to exchange Spruce Head and is In our grade.
od. Testing was supervised by the Woodman, with Mrs. Nina Perry, pictures and to send a box of need Mrs Flanders substituted Monday, during the absence of Miss
University of Maine in co-opera Mrs. Lura Mcorlan. Mrs. Helen ed articles for Easter.
tion with the Holstein-Friesian Buckminster. Mrs. Lillian Lindsey, Orrin Blaisdell of Sidney visited Bowden, who was ill.
Benjamin Fowles has rheumatic
! Mrs. Helen Kaler, Mrs. Mary Dver, Tuesday.
Association of America.
fever. We are sending a shower of
1 Mrs Eugene Caiderwood, Mrs.
Grade 5, Mrs. Hall
cards to him.
Murals painted on flourescent- Grace Kirk and Mrs. Alma Walker
treated velour and lighted by con present. The next meetng w ll be Orrin and Leatrice Blaisdell of Jovce Black drew our January
calendar.
cealed ultra violet or black lighting at the home of Mrs. Helen Buck Sidney were guests last week.
have been resigned for home use. minster.
Our grade enjoyed the talk on Frederick Varrichio spent part
India given by Mr. Mascarenhas of of his Christmas vacation in New
York
Bangalore. India.

SPOTLIGHT
ON THE GRADES

Ducky’s Ducks and Swan
son’s Swans Feature Feath
ered Flingers’ Night
Ducky Haskell’s Ducks took an
other bunch of feathers from the
drooping tails of Fred Swanson's
Swans at the Cascade Alleys and it
looks from the sidelines as if Fred
will have to feed his flock some
"Lay or Bust" before they will be
i able to clip the wings of the fast
traveling Ducks.
I While the Ducks showed nothing
very flashy in their performance,
and even Lyford and White their
highest flyers only turned in 263
apiece, the Swans were in very poor
form indeed. Poole being the only
bowler to show a respectable score,
i It was biy Gus Swanson who
carried the ball for the Ducks, (it
would seem more natural if he was
a Swan) but the proudest Duck of
the evening was Bruce Grindle.
whose 96 was the best string Bruce
has bowled in years, and which
gave Bruce more pleasure than as if

day night. Supper will be served at
6 o'clock. A delegation from North
Haven Is expected.
At the Masonic session, Jan. 13.
supper was served by Ernest Conway
as head chef assisted by Henry
Anderson. The meeting called to
order by W. M., O. V. Drew. Officers
were installed by P. M. David Dun
can assisted by P. M. George Lawry
as Grand Marshal and P. M. Curtis
Webster as Grand Chaplain. W. M.
O. V. Drew; senior warden, Anderw
Gilchrist; junior warden Henry
Anderson; senior deacon, Ernest
Conway: junior deacon. Howard
MacFarland; senior steward Wil
liam Olson; junior s’eward, Robert
Lloyd; Marshal, Walter Lyford;
secretary. C. L. Boman; treasurer.
A. A Peterson: chaplain, Curtis
Webster: tyler. Charles Newbold.
i Harry Conway, youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway is a sur
gical patient at Knox Hospital,
where he underwent an operation
for appendicitis Saturday.

Grade 2, Mrs. Rogers

Grade 5, Mrs. Parr

111 s.

WEDNESDAY
&

woe*--

JANUARY 21
Hours: 9 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

4^
/

■'O

Reading books. The newest group to
start is using 'Through the Oreen
Gate.”
Miss Steele visited us Tuesday
for our monthly check-up. Miss
Coltart also weighed us for our
Winter Weigh to be put on the
Health Chtirt. Some of us need to
gain before Spring.
Russell Willey. Carol and Charles
Fairweather went to the Library,
Monday and brought to us 30
books which we shall enjoy reading
in School and also taking home.
Lynne Duncan is our Librarian this
week She sees that the cards arc
signed and removed from the
books before we take them home.’
Milk is again, being served in all
the grades. Mr. Anderson delivers
it to us in the morning. Norman
Brehm. Lewis Johnson. Bruce
Thompson and Vincent Carr have
been helping carry it to the room
this week.
Grade 3, Mrs. Hill
"Eskimos” is the subject of Mr.
Hill's third grade social studies
unit. The Brownies are constructing
an
villa8e on the sand
table and interesting art results
have been achieved on this sub
ject.
Armand Plourd is bark in school
after a long absence, due to whoop
ing cough.
Sylvia Sulides is librarian and
she has a long list of names of
those who are doing outside read
ing. Among those who read many
books are: Nina Hanley and Mar
lene Axtell. Mrs. Hill’s third grade
is planning a program, appropriate
to the season, on the last Friday of
the month.

U1
vux
In
our OOV.O*
social studies group The number contest for the 15members are making a moving pic- weeks fall term was won by Mary
ture showing highlights of the Rev- ,Doak with a score of 46 points. Ju■ dith Savoy was second with 43
olutionary War. Scenes already
finished are "Boston Massacre". points and Harry French third
Fred Goodnow and Ronald Pease. with 42 points.
Hanging of Andre." Tommy Mol A new arithmetic contest is
loy. Battle of Bunker Hill.” Ed starting with the Winter term
ward Sleeper. “Cornwallis Surrend which is a contest between the boys
er at Yorktown," John Bird and and girls with recognition at the
end of the individual having the
Richard Lunt.
largest score.
Grade 4 Mrs. Paulitz
Purchase Street
The fourth grade has moved into
Grade 4. Mrs. Sleeper
the room Mrs. Keller vacated. We We have lost one member of our
like the room very much.
class, Robert Finley, who has
We have added four new’ pupils transferred to McLain School,
to our room. Three are from other Grade 4.
fourth grades in the city who have Supplementing the study of "Es„ .
.
moved nearer this building. Jean . .
two groups are making
Perry came from New Hampshire. kimos"
larger
on Eskimo
larger nnsters
posters, an
Eskimo scene
scene bv
by
Our study of life of India has Gary Witham and Robert Merriam,
been made very interesting by a a Winter scene by Sandra Harri
visit and talk from Mr. Mascarenhas man, Joan Philbrook and Carolyn
of Bangalore. India.
Snow.
Grade 3, Mrs. Perry
For a good attendance record we
Tne pupils in the Third Grade are working to have "No Tardy
who had drawings selected for Mrs. Marks” during the Winter term.
Podkowa's art exhibit were Betty “Early to bed, early to rise.”
Grade 3, Miss Coltart
Williamson. Joan Scarlott, David
Dean I^e Dyer, James Marshall
All divisions in reading are now
and Harriet Lunt.
having work books to go with their

Grade 2, Miss Russell

We are welcoming Marshall Dow
back to Rockland after attending
school in New Harbor during the
Fall term.
The children have decorated the
blackboards with snowmen which
they cut from folded paper during
a paper cutting art lesson.
Grace Street
Grade 5. Mrs. Butiomcr, Grade 4,
Miss Kimball

The Milk Lunch program spon
sored by the South End P. T. A,
was started Jan. 5
The Social Studies Class is do
ing a unit on cotton this term.
Grade 5 is enjoying
- - - the stories
and poems from their new Litera
e oc
William Cross took our group ptcture Tuesday afternoon and we are
anxiously waiting the results.
Albert McPhail installed electric
fans in both rooms last week. It is
very fascinating to watch the fan
in operation.

HOPE
A benefit supper for the Henry
Libby family recently settled $1CO
also clothing, bedding and furnish
ings to replace their loss in a re
cent fire which destroyed ail but
the frame of the house. The committee was Mrs. Agnes Hart Mrs.
Ab
Mrs. Mabel Wright
..ix&xiv.
Mrs. Marjorie Beverage and help
ers.
The Farm Bureau met Jan. 14 at
the home of Mrs. Bernice Robbins.
Dinner was served by Mrs. Robbins
and Mrs. Katherine Brown. The
theme. "Rugs” was direced by Mrs.
Alice True. Hooked and braided
rugs were worked on. and members
not “rug minded” did sewing.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Grade J, Mrs. Inwe

OF FAMOUS Arctic

The room is decorated with snow
men of all sizes and descriptions
made by the pupils, also bowls of
geraniums for window decorations.
The class is enjoying the "Story
of Dr. Dolittle."
Billy Cornell has moved to Wis
consin.
Jean Lunt Is drawing a Winter
scene on the big easel.
Grade 1, Miss Gordon

First Grade has a new pupil, Glo
ria Jean Marr.
Janine Proctor has brought sev
eral of her Christmas books to
school. We have read several stories
and poems from them.
We dramatized "Tlie Tar Baby,"
Tuesday. Rowland Wasgatt took
the part of the Tar Baby. Wayne
Nelson was Mr. Rabbit, David
Hamalainen was Mr. Man. and
Robert Plummer read the story.
Nancy O’Brien brought her dent
al certificate this week.
Sub-Primary, Mrs .Leach

Here’s a bargain and fashion event you simply must not
miss! We’ve joined hands with the famous ARCTIC fur
people to bring hundreds and hundreds of latest style
fur coats to town, and we're going to sell them at less than
half price for ONE DAY ONLY! These tremendous val
ues are possible only because of ARCTIC'S huge pur
chasing power. Every coat boasts the genuine ARCTIC
label — the identical label that is featured in ARCTIC'S
twenty-two famous fur salons, your guarantee of highest
quality backed by three generations of fine fur styling.
This is your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to get the new
fur coat you need, at a price you can afford and for as
little as five dollars down. Study these values — make a
note of the date — if you can't come in, .'phone us and
we'll bring a wide selection right to your home!

Patty Cornell has gone to Wiscousin with her family.
We enjoyed our Dec. 12th party,
being entertained by Christmas
movies by Michael Savitt’s father.
Donald and David Gregory and
Ruth Ann Jackson presented their
classmates with an extra Christmas
treat, candy canes and lolli-pops.
We are pleased to have Lorraine
Robinson back this term fully re
covered from her illness.
These little folks are looking for
ward to receiving their very first
rank cards week after next.
We enjoyed listening to a talk
on India, especially thrilling were
the animal descriptions.

Other furs, including Mink blended Muskrat, Black dyed
Persian Lamb, Hudson Seal, (dyed Muskrat) Baum Marten
dyed Skunk, Grey dyed Bombay Lamb, Silver tipped Rac
coon, Kidskin from $55.
Large Group of Slenderizing Fur Coats for Women,, sizes up to 56..... S89.

Sizes for Juniors, Misses,Women

Plenty ofSales people!

CAIN’S
Mastermixt

MAYONNAISE
, CAIN'S

sandwich spread
today!

FIVE DAY SERVICE
HOW'S YOUR WATCH?

The Reading Room. Mrs. Keller

The newly finished and decorated
reading room is being equipped by
the reading classes this week.
Much pleasure is being expressed
by the pupils over the sunlight
color tones on the walls, tile floor,
the science corner where work has
already been done, and the cozy
reading nook with plentiful book
shelves draped by pots of green ivy.

at thede Valued!
HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF COATS! Raccoon
dyed Opossum, Grey or Black dyed Kidskin, Per
sian Paw, Seal dyed Coney, Sable dyed Coney,
Skunk dyed Opossum, Beaver dyed Mouton, South
American Muskrat (dyed Viscacha).

Or is the dressing all you taste?
Cain's Mastermixt never domi
nates. Key to salad flavor, if com
plements and adds zest to the natu
rally delicate goodness of salads.

LOANS
| To pay bills—Taxes—Repairs to|
home—Finance a car—Appliances"
| —Or any other purpose, figure

J

out how much you'll need—Take
| a year or longer to repay—Come |

in and see us today.

B

NEW ENGLAND

I

FINANCE COBP.

I
I

407 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1133

I
.

n /s

re ftmoBi It war
pert watch repalriag
service I All work done by
Craftsmen and — guara*.
teed I Estimates at a*
charge.

<3

VjJ

-f

S

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaslde,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

S7« MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL. 1202

I

I

ROOM 203, SECOND FLOOR
OVER EUGENE'S STUDIO "
4-T-tfB

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating
52-T-tf

—
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Rural Education
Work Resumed At Clark
Island With Surprising
Results
Sept. 17, 1947, the work of the
Knox County Rural Religious As
sociation which had been suspended
for several months was taken up
by the new director, Miss Elizabeth
Leslie, when a survey was made at
Clark Island to determine if there
was enough interest in the com
munity to warrant the resumption
of the work of the Association in
that district.
So much interest was manifested
that two weeks later the Sunday
School was reopened with an at
tendance of 18 children, all of
whom live in the vicinity of the
church. As soon as it was known
that a Sunday School was in pro
gress and to be continued other
children from the surrounding
country and Wheeler's Bay began
to attend, even when the weather
was bad, and roads not of the best,
the parents eveinced their interest
by sending their children when
ever possible.
Last quarter's enrollment was 27
with an average of 18.7 and an av
erage collection in the interest of
the work of $1.10 a week. The faith,
fulness of the teachers has been
noteworthy. Mrs. Arthur Lewis has
had charge of the Beginners, Mrs.
Bernard Davis of the Primary De
partment and Miss Marion Cline
has taught the Junior Department.
Mrs. Bernard Rackliff has also as
sisted when able to attend.
The kindness of Frank Johnson
in looking arter the heating of the
church building has been much ap
preciated. The people of Clark
Island have shown their apprecia
tion of the many visits of the di
rector to their homes by their
friendliness and co-operation.
On the night before Halloween a
party was held in Community Hall
with 70 in attendance. With the
assistance of the High School girls
a program suitable for the occasion
was presented by the children, in
cluding songs by the Clark Island
school under the direction of the
teacher Mrs. Arthur Kellar. Games
were the order of the evening fol
lowed by refreshments and a good
time was enjoyed bv all.
During the month of December
a group of teen-age girls have been
meeting each week after school
hours for religious instruction and
handwork. Bunyan’s Pilgrim Pro
gress adapted for that age with the
use of 'he Flannelboard has been
used. Mrs. Kendall Hopkins has
very kinaly offered the use of her
home for these meetings.
Dec. 10 a meeting for discussion
of plans for Christmas was attend
ed by a large number of enthusias
tic adults. A Christmas Concert was
decided on for Sunday evening pre
ceding Christmas, a group of young
people to sing Christmas Carols the
following evening. Also a Christ
mas party for the children Tuesday
evening at the Community Hall.
All were enthusiastic and ready to
do their part. At the close of the
meeting Christmas carols were sung
and refreshments served.
The Christmas concert with reci
tations, exercises and songs was
much enjoyed by the fathers and
mothers and many others who were
in attendance. The evergreen deco
rations supplied by Ray Swanson
and arranged by Vera Blomberg
and Hilda Johnson with the as
sistance of Harold Pitansu. these
with posters displaying Christmas
scenes made by the children made
the room a scene of beauty. The
younger children took part in the
program with recitations, songs
and exercises. The special feature
was a series of tableaux by 'he old
er boys and girls featuring Nativity
Scene, the Appearance of the Angel
to Mary, the visit of the Shepherds
and of the Wise Men. These were
interspersed with Scripture read
ings. A solo was rendered by Mrs.
Kendall with Christmas carols that
were heard from a distance. The
quiet dignity with which the chil
dren took their parts made the oc
casion quite impressive.
Mrs. William assisted as pianist,
and many expressed gratitude for
this lovely service in the church
which they hoped would be contin
ued at frequent intervals. The fol
lowing night Christmas carols were
sung as planned, and a Christmas
remembrance from the Sunday
School was left at the home of ev
ery shut-in. The Christmas party

THOMASTON

Tuesday-Friday

the War of Survival were agreed on ators. in both parties who weren’t
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
a hard peace, he had the wisdom to committed lock, stock and barrel
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Roper and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett of
see 1 he result of Mr. Morgenthau’s to an anti-traditional bi-partisan
Carleton E. Sawyer, electronic family spent the week-end in Port
revenge plan to wipe out all Ger foreign policy, it was largely owing Rockport celebrated their 10th wed
technicians mate, third class, USN, land.
And What Are His Chances man
industry. He saw what, in less to Al Beverage. But you did not ding anniversary Jan. 16 at their
son of Laurence A. Sawyer of 7
Mrs. Hayden Wright and daugh
passionate times,
a
grammer hear about him because a man who home on Pleasant street. Those
Of
Succeeding
Senator
Booker street, Thomaston is serving ter, who have been visiting Mrs.
school boy of sense would have writes speeches for Congressmen present were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Wallace White?
known: that ihe simple facts of has to have a passion for anony Carr of Rockland, Mr. and, Mrs.
aboard the heavy cruiser USS Al Alvah Greenlaw for several months,
have joined Mr. Wright in Philadel
geography made it impossible to mity. But, he says, “I can’t keep Russell Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Ro
'By Stephen A. Lavender)
bany which left Norfolk, Va., Jan. phia.
land Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
turn western Germany into a still any longer."
5, 1^48, for a five-week cruise to
Al Beverage has lived at least
Crockett, MT. and Mrs. Ernest
Maiden Cliff Rebekahs will have part of each year of his life in wholly agrarian area. To prohibit
And,
as
Norman
Greenlaw
of
Buenos Aires. Argentina. The Al a Pood Sale at Bud Nafis store on
jarms manufacture, yes! But to dy Norway puts it. Maine deserves a Crockett, Mr,, and Mrs. Charles
Maine.
Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson,
bany is accompanied by the de Main street, on Wednesday at 1
namite her soap factories, farm
If you will take a man who machinery plants, fertilizer mills, statesman.
and Mrs. John Hyssong, Jr., MT.
o'clock.
stroyer USS McKenzie.
Has this brave David got a Mr.
wouldn’t be licked by the great de button and gadget factories, and so
Mrs. Burton Lowell, Mrs. Myra
chance against the huge Goliath of and
The C. C. H. Club will be enter pression, who although citybred,
Some 375 reserve officers and men
Giles, Miss Natalie Nash, Shennnn
on, would take away western Ger
will be embarked for the cruise tained Thursday by Miss Jessie 'Boston), was resourceful enough many's means of making a living corrupt and blundering politicians? Ryder, Priscilla Crockett, Maurice
He is certainly going to Washington
Hosmer at her home on Washing! on to return to the land of his father
visiting Trinidad, British West In street.
with which to buy the farm prod because the people of Maine will Eilingwood and Charles Crockett.
(North
Haven)
and
go
scalloping
in
Tlie lunch included two anniversary
ucts of eastern Germany, Austria,
dies, prior to returning to the
The Good Cheer Class will meet Penobscot Bay; who, >o support the Hungary, Roumania and Czecho understand the Issues before this cakes, from Mrs. Russell Staples and
United States.
campaign
Is
over
and
will
agree
tomorrow night at the Congrega charming girl he married, and the slovakia, and would leave vegetables
Mrs. Charles Carver. The centerThe Albany is the flagship of tional Parish House.
children she bore him, turned dur rotting in the fields of Holland and with Norman Greenlaw, Al's cam piece was a beautiful bouquet of
paign
manager,
that
“
Maine
de

Vice Admiral Lynde D. McCormick.
The High School Carnival at the ing those hard times to professional
chrysanthemums. Money, gifts and
USN.
Commander
Battleships- Snow Bowl last Saturday was a lot wrestling, and even reached the Denmark for lack of buyers. All serves a Statesman;'
i cards were received by the couple,
If a lady will take a man’s Job in i The G. W. Club will meet this
Cruisers, Atlantic Fleet. She and the of fun, an all day event, with din heights, opposing Gus Sonnenbere; this has come true.
He knew the Germans would be Washington, she must take the
Mackenzie will be the flrst U. S., ner served at night to students who worked his way through Bates
week with Mrs. Harriett Gardner.
meno-war to visit Argentina offi numbering 100. Beverly Hopper was College in three years and by his come objects of charity—-would criticism that a man would take in
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
cially in several years. Capt. John chosen by popular vote as Carni own efforts at the same time sup have to be suported by you and me, her shoes. The lady who took a few meet Wednesday with Mrs. Mari
M. Ocker, USN, is the Albany’s val Queen and she chose Harold ported his growing family: you if this insane plan were carried out. hundred lollypops to tantalize 90 on Carroll.
Commanding Officer.
Brown as the King. Those winning have an inkling, just an inkling of And that is just exactly what hap million underfed Eastern Europeans
The Farm Bureau met Jan. 15,
has, or should have, known about at the home of Mrs. Elsie Packard.
One of the fleet’s newest heavy tn the various events were: Skating, the character of Albion Pierson pened.
Not content with making the U. 'he disgraceful betrayal of the An interesting and instructive dem.
cruisers, the Albany is 675 feet girls' 100-yard dash: 1st place, Car- Beverage.
long, 70 feet wide, displaces ap roll Thomas; 2d, Kathleen Dority;
When I tell you that he can S. taxpayer support the people of United States taxpayer outlined in onstration on chair caning was giv
proximately 16,500 tons, and is cap 3d, Audrey Pease; Boys’ 100-yard build a sail boat, play a piano,, and Eastern Europe, the politicians in this article. And what did she do en by Mrs. Dorothy Mills of Cam
able of making more than 32 knots. dash: Warren Hansen. Alfred Eat preach a sermon, please don't get Washington, even before the Mor- about it? So far as I know, she den. using the new. plastic cane.
She mounts nine 8-inch, twelve 5- on, Lindon Christie, Jr., girls 50- 'he idea that he is jack of all trades genthau plan could be put into ef didn’t peep.
The next meeting will be Feb. 10,
The late civilian Governor of Ger at the home of Mrs. Harriett
inch and many 20 and 40mm guns. yard dash, Carroll Thomas, Kath and master of none or a faker. fect. before the war was over, at a
place
called
Teheran,
agreed
to
the
many
—
he
knew
our
food
and
goods
The Albany made several Naval leen Dority. Audrey Pease; boys’ No. he is genuine, and he is a geni
Gardner. Mrs. Esther Mayo, home
Reserve training cruises and trained 5O-yard dash: Alfred Eaton, Lindon us; but he is not sitting up on a partition of Europe, the drawing of sent to Germany were sold in demonstration agent will be the
midshipmen during
a cruise Christie. Jr.. Robert Thomas. Skiing, .cloud with a slide-rule in one hand a iron curtain from Danzig on the Black Markets. What did he do leader and her subject “Modern
throughout the Caribbean this Girls’ Down-hill race: Marian Hary, and a book of logarithms in the north to northern Italy on the about It ? Have you heard him men Meat Cookery” featuring the use
Summer.
Joy True, Joyce Sylvester Boys’ other; he’s got his feet on the South, which would make it doubly tion it? I haven’t,
of pressure cookers.
certain (hat the farmers of the ' Al Beverage has been fighting
Down-hill: AJan Hatch Dwigh’ ground.
ABBIE F. GEHRMANN
Danube
valley
could
not
feed
the
He
is
so
great
that
he
s'ands
,
these
things
all
along.
And
when
he
French, Cedric Joyce and Parker
Abbie F. Gehrmann, widow of Laite (tied for third place.) Girls' head and shoulders over the other factory workers of the Rhine in ex I goes to Washington as Senator he
Capt Franz Gehrmann of Long Slalom: Peggy Connally, Marian three candidates for the office. He change for the manufactured goods will have some authority to make
Cove, died Jan. 15 after a long ill Hary, Elaine Spruce Boys’ Slalom; will be a statesman Senator, and that they might produce if Mr. his fight count. He will have a man
ness.
Alan Hatch, John Wilson. Cedric by their own past records the Morgenthau’s plan ever should re- date to make that fight from the
ilax.
Mrs. Gehrmann was born in Joyce and Kenneth Hardy (tied). others would be poli'icians
1 people of Maine
GREEN BEANS
Then the Washington politicians
For the past four years this geni
Rockland, daughter of James and Boys’ Jump: Cedric Joyce, Dwight
It is needless to say that the
had
another
little
meeting
at
Yalta
SPINACH
•
Charlotte Porter Curtis. She was French. Alan Hatch, Vernon Whea us carpenter has been struggling
Governor of this State—nice man
a woman of sterling character and ton, Parker Laite. Total points, by with the politicians—who had the and partitioned the Orient, giving that he is—has not had any experi
BROCCOLI
was loved by all for her many acts Classes: Freshmen, 12; Sophomorgs, advantage because they had the Russia Inner and Outer Mongolia. ence to qualify him to cope with
authority—'o erect a decent struc Manchuria, Port Arthur and the these issues. Al Beverage has. He Is
of kindness. She will be greatly 33; Juniors. 17; Seniors. 28.
m ssed by a large circle of friends
Milford Payson. President of tlie ture for world peace. In 1943 he be : trans-Siberian Railway, for which the master of his opponents, and
and relatives, as she was known as Camden Outing Club, announces came Legislative Secretary for the Russia had already been paid twice ithey will soon find it out.
I don'' know what else.
“Gram” to all—young and old.
that the bus will run to the Snow National Council for Prevention of 'and
The Brazen Sea, in Hebrew an
All these things Al Beverage
I She leaves five children, Mrs. Bowl on Monday, Wednesday and War in Washington where he tried
Alice Angel of Rockland. Mrs. Edith Friday evenings, on which nights to keep the war wortli winning 1 u ht it. ini'lv as a gadflv of the tiquity, was a huge vessel of brass
ik»r« •<
j Senators. Those who listened to in Solomons temple which priests
Frazier of Lynn, Mass., Mrs. Natalie the Ski Tow will be running. There (This is a Quaker organization.)
MAYONNAISE!
When people like ourselves who him let him write speeches for them. used to wash themselves in before
Backstrom of Portland. Orel Gehr will be. Milford promises, good
mann of Long Cove and Charlie H. moonlight skiing. A public supper had lost friends and relatives in And if there was a nuclues of Sen religious services.
Harriman of Whitinsville, Mass.; will be served on Friday night,
six grandchildren and nine great- 5.30 to 7.
grandch ldren.
| Winners at the Grange card
So when Fate would fain besiege our party last Saturday were Mrs. Lou
home,
Dim our golden hours and make our ise Dunbar, Nathan Hopkins, con
solation, Mrs. Luella Tuttle. An
flowers fall.
Death, the angel, comes In love and other party will be held next Sat
Pity
And to save our treasures, claims them urday.
A Masonic Assembly will be held
all.
Thursday. Committee consists of:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crabtree, Mr.
OSCAR W. CARROLL
and Mrs. Ralph Drinkwa’er and
Oscar W. Carroll, 70, for several Mr. and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller. Those
years a cattle buyer and meat dealer not solicited are requested to take
in Rockville, died in a Waterville sandwiches.
hospital last n ght. Funeral serv
The annual business meeting of
ices will be held Thursday at 1 the Congregational Church takes
p. m. from the Reddington Funeral place tomorrow night in the Choir
Dress Gloves................... 1-4 Off Regular Price
American Woolen All Wool Blankets, 72x84
Home in Waterville. The place of Room at 7.30. The annual roll call
burial has not yet been announced. of 'he church will take place Ash
Five
Colors.
Now
...........................
$5.95
Still Plenty of Rubbers, both light and heavy weights
Mr. Carroll is survived by his wife, Wednesday, Feb. 11.
Single Sheet Blankets, 70x80; regular $2.19
the following Tuesday evening at Olivia C. Carroll, a daughter, June
V. of M. Glee Club
Less 20 Percent Discount
the Community Hall was attended Ann and two brothers, Murray of . The University of Maine Glee
grade. Now....... ............................ $1.69
by 125 persons. A Christmas tree Bates College and Arthur of Au Club Concert, which Will be given
Part Wool Camp Blankets; regular $4.29.
Boys’ Ski Pants, part wool, reg. price 4.50.
was furnished by Ernest Swanson gusta.
He was born in Washington June in the Opera House Thursday at 8
and decorated by Dawn Magnuson
Now
.............................................
$2.95
p.
m.,
is
being
anticipated
with
Now ......................... .. ................ $3.59
' 20, 1867, sen of Albion and Caroline
and other High School girls.
much enthusiasm. There are 120
Double Bed Blanket. 72x84. 5.95 grade.
Mrs. Herbert Maker and Mrs. Carroll. He was in the Western students in this group; two from
Boys’ Part Wool, Part Rayon, Heavy Shirts,
Rena Gagne had charge of solicit states for several years, operating this place, Kathleen Heald and
Now ............................................ $2.95
ing funds. A generous response from a meat market in Utica, Kansas, John Thomas; and several from the
red and black only, 3.50 grade. Now ... $2.59
Double Bed Blanket, 72x84—
everyone was quite noticeable. Mrs. and serving as genera! manager of surrounding towns. The young peo
a
meat
packing
establishment
in
Elizabeth Yattaw contributed games
$5.49 Grade. Now......................... . . $4.39 Boys' Black Rubber Raincoats with Hoods.
ple will arrive here in time for din
for the children. Mrs. Carl Swanson El Paso, Texas. He was in the cattle ner and those who would be inter
and
meat
business
for
over
50
years
$6.49 Crade, Part Wool. Now............... $4.95
4.95 value. Now............................. $3.39
and Mrs. Albert Putansu assisted in
ested in entertaining members of
filling the candy boxes. The pro j and was well known in ths area in this group for dinner* Thursday
which
he
bought
and
raised
cattle
gram included a song by Barbara
night are requested to get in touch
REMEMBER, THE PLACE IS
Putansu and Christine Woos'er. ’ for the past several years from his with Milford Payson, Pres, of Cam
with a group of songs by the chil : establishment in Rockville He was den Outing Club, sponsors of the
dren of the Clark Island school di I a member of both the Masons and concert, or leave their names at The
rected by the teacher Mrs. Keller. I Odd Fellows
Village Shop, stating how many
The poem, “The Night Before } He retired frem active business they wish to entertain. Tickets for
Christmas” was read by Miss Vir 1 about two years ago and had been the concert are now being checked
ginia Archer after which Santa living in the vicinity of Waterville, for reserved seats, at The Village
Claus (Alice Carlson) was ushered frequently visiting Kncx County Shop all this week.
in to the tune of Jingle Bells. This friends.
concluded the program.
The admirable spirit shown by ' Jack Carlson, will journey to Thomthe people of Clark Island and vi J aston Thursday n ght, to attend
cinity toward this program of re I the regular meeting of the Lions
ligious education which is being Club, and its clash with Capt
carried on is quite indicative that Charles Lawry’s Lions Club bowl
the interest will be continued and ing team at the Orient Alleys. The
that the work will expand as time ’ Vinalhaven team has been rolling
goes on.
I some good scores of late and are ex
The Association is very much pected to put up a good battle. A
gratified by the spirit of interest large audience is expected to witnsss
shown by the people of Clark I the game at 8 o’clock.
Island under the direction of the
new director, and it is hoped that
as soon as Spring opens this work
In one short week 10.000,000 people jammed showrooms to see
will be extended to several other
the amazing, beautiful new Hudson—a new kind of motor carplaces in Knox County where re
only five feet from ground to top, but with more inside head room
ligious instruction for children is
FUNERAL HOME
and roomier seats than in any other mass-produced car built today!
lacking. This instruction will be
carried on in the day schools dur
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
Hudson is the only American-built car you step down into when
ing the week and in the Sunday
entering, not up on — yet it maintains road clearance.
TEL 8225
schools on Sunday.

Mrs. Louis Hanley and daughter.
Miss Gertrude Hanley of Portland,
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Dorsey in Arlington,
Mass.
Grace Chapter. OE.S. Circle wll
meet tonight with Miss Helen Stud
ley, Hyler street, when officers will
be elected and reports given.
A business meeting of the Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary will be held
Wednesday 7.30 at the Legion rooms.
Refreshments will be served
Mrs. Hattie Archibald celebrated
her 83d birthday recently at her
home on School street. Guests in
cluded Capt. and Mrs. George Hor
ton of Rockland
Irville Luce has enlisted in the
Navy and is stationed at Great
Lakes, Ill.
Parent-Teacher Association will
meet at the High School auditorium
ton ght at 7.30. There will be a
program, first a discussion of the
proposed new school building on the
amount to be raised at the next
town meeting. The speaker, Mrs. J.
Smith, the State Parent-Teacher
Association president of Bath, will
have as topic, "The Community and
the PT.A.” This is the 51st anni
versary of the PT.A. Refreshments
will be served.
Richard Woodcock was elected
president of the We Two Club at
its recent dinner and business meet
ing in a Rockland restaurant. Irv
ing Bracy was elected vice presi
dent, and Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton,
secretary. Others present were: Dr.
and Mrs. E. R. Moss, Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Kn ghts, Mr and Mrs. Walter Ab
bott, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lawry,
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Shesler, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Kalloch, Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Ke zer, Mrs. Bracy,
Mrs. Woodcock, Mrs. Forrest Gaf
ton. all of this town, and Mr. and
Mrs Edgar Ames of South Warren
Mayflower Temple. P S. will hold
a rehearsal of officers Friday at 7.30
to prepare for installation, which
will be Feb. 10.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle and
the Ladies' Missionary Circle will
hold a comb ned meeting Wednes
day tn the vestry.
The Pythian Circle will meet Fri
day at 2 p. m. at the K.P. hall.
The Contract Club met Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Richard O. El
liot. There were two tables in play,
with high score going to Mrs. Fred
Overlock and second to Mrs. May
nard Spear. The club meets next
Friday n ght with Mrs. Elliot.
Basketball will be played tonight
in Rockland, between Rockland and
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Baines Stanley and
son Ronney of Bath, were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Stanley, and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Konelick.
The Vinalhaven Liens bowling
team, accompanied by a band cf
loyal rooters headed by Captain

Five Weeks’ Cruise

1 nmtt:car<waswri

Follow the Crowd of Thrifty Shoppers who are taking advantage
of our GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Hundreds of Bargains Are Left For Those Who Wish to CUT the COST of LIVING On
SHOES, CLOTHING, RUBBERS and FURNISHINGS. Remember, You Must Be Satisfied
With Your Purchases or Your Money Will Be Cheerfully Refunded.
___________

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

RICHARDSON 6 LIBBY

90 MAIN STREET,

excited Americans

DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director
ROBERT E. LAITE
EARLE EAMES

3-tf

Plastic Aprons.................. each .49, .69, $1.00
New Sateen for linings_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ yard .51

to say,

MAINE MUSIC CO.

MATCHED COLORED CROCKERY
Cream Pitchers........................................ 35
Sugar and Cream Sets............................. 59
Teapots.................... ................... each .69

CLASSICAL RECORDS
Warsaw Concerto, Boston Pops
Paganini, Theme, Piano Quartet
Smilin’ Through, Richard Crooks
Estrcllita,
Jessica Dragonette

New Luncheonette Hot Food Specials
For This Week

ALBUMS
William Tell Overture
Whistling For You,
Fred Lowry
Oklahoma
Beatrice Kay

WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY
55c
Large Lobster Stew 50c Vegetable Soup,
Chicken Dinner,
60c Roast Pork Dinner, 60c
TH0B8DAY

Baked Ham Dinner ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

60c

Hot Roast Veal Sandwich with Vegetable ..

55c

HIT TUNES
Dark Town Poker Club
Star Dust
Bumble Boogie
Racing With the Moon
Hawaiian War Chant
Moonlight Cocktail
That's My Desire
Golden Earrings
The Glow Worm
All By Myself
Two Loves Have I
At the Candlelight Cafe
You Always Hurt the One You
Love
Blues In the Night
“I’m Looking Over a E'onr-Leaf
Clover,”
Art Mooney

■4a

Hudson's new, all steel Monobilt body-and-frame is the only
motor-car construction that completely encircles you, even out
side the rear wheels, with a nigged, box-steel foundation frame.
You ride within this frame—cradled between axles-not on top of
the frame as in other cars. And as you ride, Hudson’s combination
of unique construction and comfort features gives you a sensation
of snug safety and serene, smooth going unlike anything you’ve
known before!
Meet the new Hudson-get all the facta about Hudson’s all-new
Super-Six engine, the power-packed Super-Eight engine, and
Hudson’s “Drive-Master” transmission that provides automatic
gear shifting in forward speeds. Drop in at the nearest Hudson
showroom. Find out why millions of Americans are exclaiming
“This time it’s Hudson!” •

THE MUSIC BOX
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, Ml.

MAIN SALES FLOOR

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 345-3

10 Million

GILBERT C. LAITE

For a Complete Line of
INFANTS’ WEAR

5c - 10c - $1.00 Store

THOMASTON, MAINE

It took just one week for

Visit Crockett’s Upstairs Store

E. B. Crockett’s

Who Is Al Beverage

SEE

THIS

AUTOMOTIVE

TRIUMPH

AT

THE

HUDSON

DEALERS

LISTED

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES
60 NEW COUNTY ROAD, fcOONLAND, MAINE

BELOW:

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazeffe, Tuesday, January 20, 1948
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rokes are
sojourning in Florida.

Social Matters
Miss Patricia Bisbee sang “Apple
Blossom Wedding" over station
VABI Saturday afternoon when
the master of ceremonies compli
mented her on a sweet voice. Pat1 icia will be heard on the Pine State
Dairy program in the future. This
was Patricia’s second time over the
air, her first having teen on WRDO
recently.

Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was hos
tess to the Tonian Circle of the
UniversaiLst Church Wednesday
night at her home on Chestnut
street w th 15 members and two
guests present. Present were Mrs.
Carl A. Christoffersen, Mrs. Harry
Levenseler, Mrs. Donald Farrand,
Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Mrs. John S.
Lowe, Mrs. Wesley Paul, MLss
Katherine Veazie,, Mrs. C. Waldo
Lowe, Mrs. Franklin Priest, Mrs.
Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. Alfred Benner,
M-s. Edwin Post. Mrs. Charles Scho
field, Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs.
Mues Sawyer and Mrs. Donald
Rasor of Burlington, Wiscons n.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rubenstein
of Rockport announce the engage
ment of their daughter, Madeline,
to Donald Penney, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Penney, Cedar street,
Rockland. MLss Rubenstein is a
senior in Rockland High School.
Mr. Penney attended Codyville
schools and saw three years military
service in the army with two and
one-half years in the European
Mrs. Fred Leach was honor Theater. He is employed by Waltz
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., will
guest at a surprise birthday supper Taxi Service. Aug. 5 has been set as
hold its annual installat on Friday
and party Saturday night at the the wedding date.
night, Jan. 23, at the Masonic
home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard S.
Frederick Eugene Stoddard gave Temple with Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Stoddard, with Mr. and Mrs. Arm
L.
Chatto, retiring matron and pa
ory B. Allen as host and hostess, a stag party Friday afternoon in
Mrs. Leach was presented a gift honor of his seventh birthday at tron as the installing officers. They
|by the group. The guests were: Mr. the Summer street home of his w 11 be assisted by Mrs. Gertrude
and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard. Mr. parents, Mr and Mrs. Richard S. S. Boody as marshal and Mrs I.vy
and Mrs. George L. St Clair, Capt. Stoddard. Those winning prizes Chatto as chaplain. Musical num
and Mrs. John A. Stevens and Mrs. were: Roland Wasgatt, peanut bers will be interspersed through
Annie Esancy of Rockland and Dr. hunt; Perry Barnard, bean bag; out the installation ceremonies.
and Mrs. Charles Leach. Tenant s Peter Stratton won two prizes, one Following the installation there will
for pinnirig on the donkey’s tail and be a reception to the new' officers
Harbor.
the other for the dart game. De in the banquet hall and refresh
Harriet Sleeper celebrated her licious refreshments with a birthday ments w 11 be served under the di
sixth birthday Wednesday after cake were enjoyed. Guests were: Ro. rection of Mrs. Henry Jordan. Elec
noon by entertaining schoolmates land Wasgatt, Donald and David tive officers to be installed include
at the home of her parents, Mr. Gregory, Elbert Brewster, Perry Mrs. Elizabeth R Seavey. worthy
and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Barnard, Robert Lunt Wayne Nel matron; William P. Seavey worthy
Talbot avenue. Carol Bicknell and son. Peter Stratton, Richard Elling- patron; Mrs Alta P Dimick, asso
Corinne Simmons won the prizes wood, Jr., and Edward Mayo. Mrs. ciate matron; James M. Pease, as
for pinning on the donkey's tail. Fred Leach and Mrs. Eugene S. sociate patron; MLss Katherine A.
iThe usual birthday cake and favors Stoddard, grandmothers, were spe Veaze, secretary; Mrs Helen E.
Bean, treasurer; Mrs Virginia L
were enjoyed. Guests were: Diane cial guests.
Knight .conductress; Mrs Esther M
Morse. Linda Mountfort. Carol
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman Novicka, associate conductress.
Bicknell. Patty Stratton, Corinne
Simmons, Gayle and Ann Ladd. and Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln E. McCarolyn Bird. Dbrinda and Ann rae leave next Saturday for Del Edwin Libby Relief Corps officersCoughlin. Ruth-Ann Jackson and Rev Beach, Fla., where they will elect will be installed Thursday
night. Mrs. Doris Ames is to pre
spend the month of February.
Martha Sleeper.
side and will be assisted by Mrs.
‘ Progress in Wearing Apparel" Ls Adelma Mullen, conductor, Mrs.
Mrs. Charlotte Ripley has re
turned to her home, 38 Oliver the interesting subject to be pre Elizabeth Vinal, chaplain and
street, after bfine a recent patient sented by Miss Annie Frost at the others who will act as State offi
meeting of the Methebesec Club on cers. Refreshments will be served.
at Knox Hospital.
Friday afternoon, at 2.30 in the Mrs. Lizzie French in charge, as
Miss Mary Gerrish, a student at parlor of the
Congregational sisted by a stafT of helpers. Th? pro
>e University of Maine was tlie church. Members are asked to wear gram will be made up of popular
veek-end guest of her parents. Mr. or take with them articles of cloth numbers, reading, vocal and instru
and Mrs. Harold E Gerrish, James ing of bygone days to Illustrate mental music. Members may invite
street.
Miss Frost’s talk.
visitors. The time. 7.30 p. in.

lajburaine Coffee

TRY

The executive board of the Rock
land Council of tlie Parent-Teach
ers’ Association, will meet at the
home of Mrs William D Talbot,
Wednesday night at 7.30 The reg
ular meeting will be held Jan. 28.
The Jolly Workers’ Club of the
Littlefield Memorial Church met at
the home of Sally and Patty
Achorn. A motto was chosen for
the club "Be Jolly Workers and
Work for Christ.” Games were en: joyed. Those present were Isabel
Firth. Ann Blood, Patricia Bisbee,
Patricia Holbrook, Patrie a Achorn,
: Jackie Moore, Sally Achorn, Alfreda
Perry. Betty Leach, Ann Thurston,
"everlv V~ung and Mrs. Norma
Dorman. The next meeting is to
De held at the heme of Beverly
Young, Camden street, Jan. 22

LA TOURAINE TEA

YOUM/CHr AS WELL HAVE THE BEST

ANNOUNCING

BURKETT NURSING HOME

4 LAKE AVENUE,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mrs. Ardie Johnson was in Port
iand Friday and Saturday called
by the serious illness of her sister.
Mrs. Guy Lord. Mrs. Lord is a
pn-umonia pat ent at the Maine
Eye & Ear Infirmary. Although her
condition had improved somewhat,
she will be confined to the hospital
for several weeks, and would enjoy
cards and letters from her many
Rockland friends.

MODERN—COMFORTABLE—CONVENIENT

Maine’s Popular Advisor

Skilled Attention—Constant Care and Consideration For All
Patients—Best of References

Rev. Ruth Mathias

MISS MARTHA BURKETT. R. N.

Telephone 1096-M, Rockland

5-8

Over 20 Years Helping Folks
Send 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped
Envelope. Full Page Reading In
cluded.

12 Third Street,

Bangor, Me.
70-T-tf

Rubinstein Gub

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

■ About Twenty-Five Members
Braved Storm To Hear
Fine Program

| Mrs. Litza Vardavoulis was a gral cious hostess Friday night to 24
Brownie Girl Scout Troop No. 8 | Rubinstein Club members, despite
mornin
wT”, ®2.tU^ay i‘he storm and bad traveling A
morning with Mrs. Marie Studley, ,
.
...
„
leader and Mrs. Elaine Gac, as |short buslness meetng with offi
sistant leader, with 13 Brownies i cers reports showed the Club to
present The new Brownies wer» , be in very goed financial standing,
pesented with registration cards A collection was taken for the
and following the business meeting
they adjourned to the Central Fire March of Dimes campaign.
Station where firemen gave thom Mrs. Barbara Griffith, as chair
every courtesy, sliding down brass man, presented a very line program
pole from upstairs, putting the on Russian music, after which the
young scouts aboard the engine" . ,
, , . .
, ,
and showing them how the ?“te”.?er^<!Ja®tLref,r*sh7l!nts
alarms Were rung and demonstrat and Mrs. Faith Berry directed a
ing the use of life saving appara- thonu rehearsal with MLss Charlotte
tus for drowning
purposes
at th^ p’ano' The program:
purposes.’
• - * • P
] Paper on Russian Music, written by
On a recent Sunday Troop 4 of
B‘'d;
b>' MrS Barbara
the Girl Scouts went to the Snow Vocal Solo—
In The Silence Of the Night.
Bowl. Mr. Miller, Mr. Talbot and Mr
Rackmanlnoff
Muller acted” as chauffeurs for the
Mrs. Lucy Lowe
group. The girls skated till 4.30 and Piano Duet—
then trooped over to the snack bar * Song Without Words, Tschaikovsky
Shepherd’s Dance,
Labitsky
for some refreshments. Those who Spanish
Dance,
Moskwski
went were Mr. Muller, leader; Mrs.
Mrs. Nathalie Snow.
Miss Dorothy Lawry
McIntosh, assistant leader; Jane
Solo—
Breen, Sonia Curry, Nancy DeMass, Vocal
The Jasmine Door,
Scott
Janice Fickett, Dolores Galiano,
Estrelita,
Ponce & Manny
Mary Harriman, Janice Hutchinson,
Mrs. Anna Varrichio
Betty Hyland, Prudence Iott, Car- Piano Duet—Christmas, Tschaikovsky
Mrs. Ruth Dalton, Mrs. Faith Berry
iene Kiskila, Arlene Miller, Lanta
Preston. Judith Staples, Janet
Mrs. Thomas J. Sweeney has re
Stewart, Marion Talbot, Sylvia Tre- turned from Boston where she
neer, Peggy Molloy. Barbara Mul spent a few days with Capt. Swee
ler and Janice McIntosh.
ney prior to his departure by At
• • • •
Clipper from New York for
Last Friday Troop 4 enjoyed a lec lantic
and thence to Gibraltar.
ture by James Moore on phetogra Madrid
At that port he will take command
phy. The girls are heping to pass i f ,h < „ „ th pl ,, ViPtor,
their photography badge and were
c*ptV was S
en'very much interested by Mr.
route.
Capt
Sweeney
will
take
the
Moore’s talk. This makes the sec
ond talk the troop has had on this ship to Piraenus, Grece.
subject.
Mrs. E. A. Johnsen. Jr. entertained
A little while ago, a used uniform a few friends at buffet supper Sun
day
night at the home of Mrs. F.
exchange was started by the lead
ers association. If you have a uni M. Faber. Owl’s Head..
form you'd like to sell or know of
Tlie Scribblers’ Club met Monday
one, please contact either Mrs. afternoon with Mrs. Zelma Dwinal
Muller, tel. 1156-J, or Mrs. Barstow,1
Tel. 1C6 W.
Kocxport
Mrs. E. Carl Moran was a recent
President and Mrs. Arthur Hauck visitor of her sister, Mrs. J. W.
of Orono were overnight guests of Hamlin in Bangor.
Mr and Mrs Edward R. Ladd, Tal
bot avenue. They were accompan
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., enter
ied home today by their grand tained yesterday at a dessert bridge
daughters Gail and Ann Ladd, who honoring Mrs. Thomas C. Stone on
w.ll be their guests for several her birthday. Prizes were award
weeks.
ed Mrs. Robert Hudson and Mrs.
John Mt Loon, with n ffuest ori’e for
The Mafrns of the Congrega Mrs. Stone. Guests were Mrs. Cleve
tional Church will meet at the heme land Sleeper. J... Mis. Edwin Scar
of Mrs. Philip Howard, Summer lott, Mrs. John Black M~s Donald
street, Thursday afternoon at 2 Leach, Mrs. Robert Hudson, Mrs.
o’clock,
John McLoon. Mis. Thcmas C
Mrs. William D. Talbot will enter Stone. Mrs. Donald Coughlin and
tain the D gilent Dames of the Con Mrs. Rupert Stratton.
gregational Church at her home on
Miss Jessie Davies of Camden,
Talbot
avenue, Thursday at 2 formerly of this citv, is a patient at
o’clock.
»
Mae Murray Nursing Home in Cam
Mrs. John Welsh was guest of den.
honor Saturday afternoon at a sur
Mrs. E. A. Johnson, Jr., and son
prise stork shower given by Mrs. Peter of CWl’s Head left yesterday
Wendell Jones at her home on for a two weeks' visit in Augusta
Broadway A. decorated_basket
held
_
, with Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Dailey, and
her many lovely gifts. Buffet lunch . in Andover, Mass., with Mr. an'’
was served, a stork being used as a Mrg E A johnson. Sr., and in
centerpiece. Guests were: Mrs. j gpririgfield. Mass.
Walter Smith, Mrs. Leonard Camp
bell, Mrs. Clinton Robinson, Mrs. I Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Robert Seliger, Mrs. Donald Huntley, MLss Marian Jones, Mrs. El
CAMDEN THEATRE
br dge Hallowell, Mrs. Raymond
TITS.-WED., JAN. 20-21
Barnes, Mrs
Everett Wooster
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Mrs. Raymond Payson, Miss Veto
’’THE EGG AND I"
Lombardo, Miss Lura Munroe, Miss
Harriett Johnson, Mrs. Jones and
TIICRS.-FRI.,
JAN. 22-23
daughter Patricia.
A Comedy Sleeper

Household Service
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Elec
trically.

DOROTHY FEENEY

CAMDEN
THEATRE

TEL. 603-M, ROCKLAND

STARTS MONDAY

91-tf

JANUARY 26 THROUGH JANUARY 30

MON., TUES., WED., THURS., FRI.

Worth Driving Miles To Witness!
“WHAT is this
*
WORLD COMING TO?’’
Many parents are making the tame mirtake
Mr*. Blake did — trying to keep their Boy* and
Girl* innocent thru ignorance. Thi* itory wa» ripped
i the page* of every-day life. It will awaken you.

Washington And Yon

BRINGING UP FATHER’’

At The High School

Thu And That

SALE OF HATS

Bum:

TODAY, WED., THURS.
Double Feature Program

/N ALL m
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Jan. 21—One of the
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot
most vital problems facing the peo
were in the receiving line last night
ple of Maine not only today, but
at a meeting of the Bath Council
even in the years immediately
of Parent Teachers Associations
ahead, is a lack of adequate sup
honoring Mrs. Joseph Smith, the
State president. Mrs. Talbot is
plies of fuel oils which are so es
president of the Third District of
sential to our trade and commerce
the Parent Teachers Association.
and to the health and welfare of
Supt. Robert B. Lunt and Princi
our people. Like our fellow citizens
pal Robert E. Clunie. Jr., attended
s. a. *.
throughout America, we have come
the New England School Develop
to depend very greatly on fuel oils,
ment Council in Cambridge, Mass
and petroleum products generally,
last
Friday.
in countless phases of our every
On a Night Like This
• * • •
day business and personal I ves.
MLss Phyllis Rolfe, elementary
On a night like this,
Stated simply, the demand for
supervisor of the Rockland schools,
When the trees complain
oil has increased to such great vol
pent the week-end in Augusta
And wild flakes blow
ume that it is far out of propor
with her mother who is a patient
Against the pane
tion to the rate of new discoveries
at the McInnis Convalescent Home.
No gardner’s mind
needed to add to our pitifully low
•« • •
Can be at rest.
domestic reserves. It has been esti
The following students have been
Hearing the snow wind
mated that production of petroleum
appointed to the Cauldron Board;
From the west,
n the United States in 1947 ex
Editor-in-chief, Jane Young; as
He cannot forget
ceeded two billion barrels. Not only
sistant editor, Betty Staples; busi
The foxglove crowns,
is this an all time high, it is far
ness manager, Leonard Galiano;
And the ruthless way
more than the entire world con
assistants, Gloria Studley and
The snow packs down.
sumed in 1938. This new all-time
Nathalie Nash; advertising mana
high in product on resulted from
He cannot sleep,
ger, Lynne Rogers; assistant, Mer
For, swaying bright,
an immensely increased demand.
ton Sawyer; Literary, Cynthia
The most pressing problem with
Foxgloves haunt
Knowlton; alumni, Vernon Ger
The Winter night.
regard to present shortages is a
rish, jokes. Sebastian Luizza and
lack of transportation facilities,
—Elizabeth Wilder.
Andrew Weymouth; girls’ athletics,
princ pally of tankers, pipe lines,
Henriella Stiles;
boys athletics,
and tank cars, with which to move
And it’s a shrewd gardener that Donald Marsh; girls’ individual
available crude oil to refineries and knows how to provide rabbit stew write ups. Diane Cameron; boys’
the refined product to market. Con with his vegetables in these days of individual write ups, Wesley Mart
gressional hearings have been held meat scarc.ty.
in; circulation, Louise Connelly;
in Washington with a view towards
• • • •
assistants, Ruth Bowley and Clif
allev'ating the situation, especially
Liberal arts education has in ford Harper; exchanges, Robert
in the New England area. The pe many places disappeared. Men’s Chatto; activities. Charles Perry
troleum industry is taking volun colleges are today streamlined to and Kathleen Paul; pictures, Bar
tary measures to help relieve the the war, a necessity cf our time.
Fuller, art, Richard Senter
situation in our area, including The education received by men Ls bara
Greta Nelson; typists, Paul
plans to distribute available sup toward the one vocation of war. It and
Marilyn Cates, Ruth Deplies among consumers on an equit leaves out the philosophy of life. Halligan,
laite, Pauline Skinner, Almeda
able basis so as to minimize hard
• • •
Smith Madeline Rubenstein and
ship, plus a publicity campaign to
Deviled Clams
educate consumers how to conserve ! Two dozen medium clams, three Joyce Wotton. • • • •
their supplies. In addition, gov tablespoonfuLs butter, three tableTyping was done by the following
ernment surplus tankers are being spoonfuls flour, one cupful cream students of the Commercial Service
restored to the active fleet and and clam juice, two egg yolks, one- Club last week; Ruth DeLaite, Jo
regulations have been revised so half teaspoonful salt, 1 tablespoon ann Edwards, Helena Huntley. El
that tankers can be leaded more ful chopped parsley. 1 teaspoonful vira Johnson Nina Johnson. Ar
heavily.
on on juke, dash cayenne, one cup lene Rollins, Louise Ulmer and Vic
In view of the fact that oil short ful buttered crumbs
toria Wiggin.
• • • •
ages are expected to be even greater
Drain the clams and put them
next year than during this Winttr, through the grinder. Make a white
Rev. David Evans, former acro
some provision must be made for sauce by heating the butter until bat in a circus, and a graduate of
providing our people with adequate it bubbles, stirring in the flour and Un verslty of Pennsylvania and
fuel supplies next Winter We must salt to a smooth paste and adding Eastern Theological Seminary and
cooperate in this fully, however, by the clam juice and cream. Bring a well known football coach spoke,
placing orders during the Spring to the bo ling point stirring all the Wednesday afternoon at a special
and Summer months for our Winter time. Add a little of the hot mix assembly on the Mental, Spiritual
requirements of the various kinds cf ' ture to the slightly beaten egg yolks. and Physical Development of
fuels sc as to build up our stocks of Cook one minute and add the Growth in Youth He apppeared
oil, anthracite and bituminous coal clams, onion juice and cayenne. Fill on the stage clad in a T-shirt and
before the heavy demand sets in into thoroughly cleansed clam shorts doing cartwheels and hand
throughout the country in the Fall shells, cover with the buttered springs. He also lifted a 240-pound
and Winter.
crumbs and bake in a moderately weight over his head. He told h's
With regard to our exportation hot oven about fifteen minutes.
listeners that muscles grow when
of oil, we are shipping abroad less
made to grow. One cannot grow
Introducing
Detroleum than we exported prior to
when on edge After the physical
Introductions are an art. One exhibition he dressed and gave a
the outbreak of the war, the
amount being sh pped to Europe is rather pompous chairman intro talk with a great plea to fight Com
only 9% of our total availability, I duced William Lyon Phelps, cf Yale, munism in this country.
• • • •
and our exports, except for Canada, as follows:
“I now have the honor of intro
There was a meeting of the 8th
primarily are finished petroleum
grade, Junior High School, Friday
products not available elsewhere. ducing to you Mr. Yelps of Fate.”
• • • •
in room 12. President Robert Gard
Although we must 'ook toward
Duties
and
Occasions
ner opened h“ meeting. The follow
the Middle East, South America
New
occasicns
teach
new
duties;
ing committees were chosen for a
and the Caribbean to augment our
Time
makes
anc
ent
good
un
social to be held in the near future.
own supplies cf petroleum, we must
couth;
Door committee, Beverly Burgess
recognize clearly that if we become
tco dependent on them we will do They must upward and still onward and Mary Jean Glendenning;
Who would keep abreast of truth: games. Catherine MacPhail, Ger
so at great risk to our own national
security. It may be wise to ava'l Lie before us gleam her camp fires; aldine Mahar, Billy McLoon and
We ourselves must pilgrims be.
Robert
Ingerson:
refreshments.
ourselves of these foreign supplies
in such a manner as to preserve a Launch our Mayflower and steer Alice Lunt and Estelle Sayward:
boldly
stable American petroleum indus 
decorating, ChrLs’ine Roberts and
Through the desperate Winter Pylvia Davis; cleaning; Paul Sta
try and at the same fme conserve
sea,
ples and Robert Ingerson. Caroline
our domestic resources for emer
gency purposes. From the viewpoint Nor attempt the future's portal
Senter was elected treasurer. The
With
the
pasts
blood-rusted
key.
of national emergency require
members will pay five cents a week
—
Lowell.
ments, the oil situation should never
dues 'rom now until the end of the
•
•
•
•
again be permitted to reach the
year to be used for social activities.
Baked
Plum
Pudding
• • « •
dangerously low levels that have
One large leaf stale bread, butter,
The Commi’tee on Certifications
existed recntly.
one quart seedless raisins, three of Secondary Schcols has voted to
Well-laid thatch roofs have lasted quarts milk
extend the certificate privilege to
Slice the-bread and spread thick Rockland High School for a five300 years in Holland.
ly with butter. Put in layers with year period, effective at once ac
the raisins Pour over the milk and cording to word received Jan. 14,
let stand over night. In the morn by Principal Clunie.
ing pour off any leftover milk and
wt»lt Clinton F Thomas, optomeadd:
Two teaspoons salt, one-half cup "1st. for a pair of good glasses. 492
AT
molasses, two cups sugar, one heap 'Id Counts Road. Rockland. Me.
ing teaspoon each cinnamon and Nours 2 to 5 and f to 8 p. m.. ManGREATLY REDUCED
nutmeg, 1 pint chopped citron, one '«v Wednesrtav and Saturday,
lOtf
half pint chopped orange peel, two “hone 590-M. City.
PRICES
tablespoons brandy lor brandy
flavor), one-half cup wine (or w ne
FOR FASTER RELIEF
flavor), one-half teaspoon soda dis
solved in wine, nine eggs.
Bake in a slow oven 4 to 5 hours.
Let stand one-half hour before
THE COPPER KETTLE
turning out. Makes several good6-8 sized puddings, which keep a long
while. Steam before using.

SPLENDOR-

Sarah Linnell Hat
Shop

THI SCREEN'S
MIGHnfST
IWOStC SHOW!
M1ISBI BOUT
WILLIAM PRINCE

WALTEI DAHPOSCH
IBDNO WALTEI
THE NEW TOBE
PHILHARMONIC
siirioo Mcnmu

■■MIOMUNO

touts

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE

Alia

GWENNHAYWARD TAMIROFF

LILT PONS

MERVYN LeROY

Due to the length of thLs feature
it will be shown only once in the
Evening at 7.50

I Quick! Use These Special^
Double-Doty Nose Drops
A little Vicks Va-tro-nol in each nos
tril relieves head cold distress fast!
And if used at first warning sniffle or
sneeze, Va-tro-noi actually helps to
prevent many colds from developing.
Try it! Follow directions in package.

HERE’S SOMETHING WORTH YOUR WHILE
Entire Stock of

VICKS VA-fRONOL

COATS AND SNOWSUITS

Hit No. 2

R4mm4 ihn, UNITED ARTISTS
NOTE—EVENING SHOWS

6.10—8.25

,« ««’,l3

•iSw’

WALLPAPER

CHILDREN’S SPECIALTY SHOP

HIGHEST QUALITY

375 MAIN STREET,

Feature at 6.10—8.40

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Reduced to 1-2 Price

uinninio n
kmin ouito nooucnoM

ROCKLAND, ME.
6-7

Complete Shows, 2.00, 6.25, 7.59

“DID YOU HAVE A
NICE TRIP, JOAN?"

COMING FRI.-SAT.
HOP ALONG CASSIDY

Produced by J. S. Jo.
mv and Kroaar
Orialnal
Screen Babb
Vory•

a

Fearless! Powerful!

LAST TIMES TODAY

You See For
Thi* Picture Speak* Out! Yo
Yourself Blazing Truth* . . . Amazing
Statistic*,.. All The Fact* About lififel
Praised by Health Official*, Civic
leader*. Mother* and Parent* organi
zation* from coait-to-coait. Simply
Don't Mil* Itl

at 1.30 and 7.00 P. M.

“GONE WITH THE WIND”

at

>7

--

.

2 and 7

IN PERbON CN OUR STA?,E

E IJ IOT I ORB*-S

ONLY!

AND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
at

*

9

P. M.

RATIO'S HYGIENE COMMENTATOR

n "SECRE'IS

So Soft

24-Hour Service
BERNARD CLARK
Phone 38, after 7 P.M. 139-4

So Natural Looking

4-6

BING CROSBY in

MEN

P. M.

THOMASTON TAXI

STARTS SUNDAY

SHOWN TO SEGREGATED AUDIENCES ONLY. NO CHILDREN ADMITTED!
AND HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

PERMANENT

iiiinwTii n
aaaio ncTMis

Directed ay Wm. Beoudha •
Musical Scare by Eddie Kay.

WOWTEN ONLY!

THIS LOVELY

in
“BAR 20 JUSTICE”

SSIBLE SE.

Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,
Saturday,

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8.30
2.00, MR, 8.4d

STRAND
TBL. 0*2

ROOKKAND

fa***.

Firenroof Garage Co.
BOCKLAND, MAINE

OT-tf

Bicknell’s Hardware
>09-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1574
WE DELIVER
66-tf

DEAFENED?
Us Why More

People Wear the

\

IL

JJ \

So Easy To Manage
IS GIVEN BY US
FOR ONLY

$5.00

“ROAD TO RIO”

FINE ASSORTMENT

(One Flight Up in Paramount Restaurant Block I

FINGER WAVE
WITH SHAMPOO

Than A l Otner

ONE- UNIT
HEARING AIDS l‘:\ Z ‘j
rv

Combined

$1.00

BEAUTY GILBERTS SAL0N
375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142

Get FREE Booklet on Deafness

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Fred L. Goadnov, Prop.

RAIN «n4 PARK 8TS„

TEL

■0CKLAN9 MS.

Mt

Ml
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HEADS THE NATIONAL D. A. R.

Pine Tree Minstrels

Three-Year Term

Yorkie's Pine Tree Minstrels got
off to a packed house showing ln
their first appearance in the Rock
port Town Hall Wednesday night
when more than 400 turned out in
near zero weather to see what is
Knox County’s first minstrel shew
in several years. The affair was held
for the benefit of the Rockport
Methodist Church.
The show was directed by Erskine
York, better known as "Yorkie'’
j who served also as one of the end
; men. Others with him, all doing a
j grand job were Lloyd McFarland,
i ‘ Tige'' Richardson. Earl Achorn and
that famous oldtimer in the mins
trel game. Bill Monroe.
! Outstanding was the Rockport
High School girls chorus and the
three trumpeteers of the newly
formed school band. Bishop, Brown
and Gould, who opened the show.
Ruth Li'tlefield, dressed as Mammv, was a hit. as was Pat Magee at
the piano. Ginette Perrin and Arleen Magee were a top notch song
and dance team. Arnold Robinson
and ‘Chum” Crockett sang solos
which were well received Rcland
Crockett acted as stage manager
for the show.
The show will play in several
communities in the area with the
next appearance being at Belfast

“Yorkie’s” Aggregation Well
Received and Getting
Mrs. O’Bryne Makes Auspicious Start Of
Many Calls

C. B. CLARK

Carlos Blanchard Clark, who 12
years ago originated Grosse Ile
Day in an effort to put on record
the previously unwritten history
of the Island, is dead. With the
passing of the former controller of
the J. L. Hudson Co., hundreds of
people in all walks of life and from
many sections of the country have
lost a friend. He was 75.
A resident of Orosse Ile the
past 24 years, Mr. Clark was born
in West Acton, Mass., Dec. 3, 1872.
He was educated in Acton and
Concord, midst the most hlstorially rich part of Massachusetts.
He studied at the Bryant and
'rat,on School of Business Ad
ministration wjlich later became
affiliated with the Harvard School
of Business Administration He held
an honorary Master of Arts degree
from Trinity College, Hartford,
Conn., and later was offered a chair
which he did not accent, on the
faculty of the Harvard Business
an the 21st. On the 28th, they will
show in Watts Hall in Thomaston
for the benefit of the American Le
gion Memorial Fund.
During February, at a date to be
uinounced. they will appear ln the
Community Building with the in
come going to the building fund.
Yorkie states that for the Rockland
show, he will turn the direction
over to Arthur Lamb for dressing
up and staging for what will prob
ably be the largest audience the
troupe will appear before.

School. It was one ot the few chairs
offered to off-campus men. How
ever, he returned to the college
once each year for 24 years to lec
ture to the graduating class.
A widely known economist, Mr.
Clark evolved the Clark Plan of De
partment Store Accounting which
is Internationally known and used.
He was with Filene’s, Boston, sev
en years before going to other cities.
Known as dean of department
store controllers. Mr. Clark founded
the Controller's Congress of the Na
tional Retail Dry Goods Association
in 1920. He was its head two and
one-half years. He was chairman of
the Dry Goods Association 25 years
and was the first honorary member
of the Detroit Retail Dry Goods
Association. He received the first
gold medal given by the national
association for "distinguished serv
ice to retail business.”
During World War I he was a
dollar-a-year adviser to the United
States Treasury Department. In
World War II. he was chairman of
Hudson's War Bond committee. He
devised the plan whereby depart
ment stores throughout the country
could sell bonds during the last
war. Hudson’s established a nation
al record for sales under his direc
tion. He was cited bv the Federal
government for the achievement.
Mr. Clark was a member of the
Harvard Club; on the advisory comml'tee for many years of Simmons
College, Boston; member of the
Grosse Ile Golf and Country Club
and the Meadowbrook Golf Club.
A collector of rare books and first

editions, he possessed one of the
finest collections. He loved animals
and flowers. HLs gardens were one
of the showplaces of the island.
Known only to the many hundreds
he aided or advised as a humani
tarian, his creed always was the
fun of doing for others and not
have it known.
Mr. Clark leaves his wife, Mrs.
Agnes Kedean Clark, of Grosse Ile,
and one sister, Mrs. Andrew J. Torsleff. of Melford, Hillside. Mass.
Mr. Clark was the son of Mary
Jane (Kelleran) Clark and grand
son of Capt. Edward Kelleran of
Thomaston.
BRIGHT WINTER MOON

Bright Winter moon that hangs Irom
yonder sky
And clothes the deep white snow with
silver hue.
I wonder if you can recall that I
And one I loved who vowed that love
was true
Once walked beneath your golden
light and sang
A tune that did no; hold one minor
key.
And filled the Winter night with
dreams that rang
Throughout the Winter world with
melody
.
O. Winter moon, your magic has not
melody
Again your spell enchants the season's
night;
But what is lost with youth ls not re
gained
But for a shadowed mem'ry brought
to light.
What dreams for future years you
brightly hung
Alone tonight await a song unsung.
—Charles Emery.

Heard City Reports

In Canal Zone

Sgt. John G. Procter Of Rock Statements From Depart
ments Presented At the
land Graduates From
Council Meeting
Feed Service School
Master Sergeant John G, Proc
tor of Rockland, recently graduat
ed from the Cooks' Course of the
United States Army Caribbean
Fcod Service School, Fort Clayton,
Canal Zone He is on duty with the
550th Military Police Company, Fort
William D. Davis. Canal Zone.
Sergeant Proctor first entered the
Army in 1927 and arrived on the
Isthmus of Panama in October, 1947.
This is his second tour of duty In
Panama.
During hostilities he
served in the European Theatre of
Operations and was commissioned
an officer of the Corps of Military
Police in 1942. He holds a reserve
commission of First Lieutenant.
Among his decorations and awards
are the American Defense Medal,
Good Conduct Medal, American and
European Theatre ribbons and
World War II Victory Medal.
Mrs. Vina L. Proctor, his wife,
and their three children, reside at
25 Park street, Rockland.
Eggs of birds that breed on rock
ledges without building nests are
very pointed. Thlt’s so the eggs will
roll around in a small circle instead
of going over the edge.

The Tongrass national forest The United States uses nearly 300
alone can supply one-third of the pounds of paper per person per
U. S. newsprint indefinitely.
year.

The office of the tax collector,
through the city manager, reported
to the City Councl Monday night
that a total of $379,187 cf the tax
commitment of $4C8,183 for the
year has been collected in the first
six months of the year, or 929 per
cent. Collections the past month
amounted to $89,200, including au
tomobile excise taxes of $2730.
The report included the informa
tion that the last of the tax liens
placed on property for non-payment
of taxes for the year 1945 have been
paid in full. Liens for the year 1946
still show a balance of $2631 as yet
unpaid.
The City Clerk reported 33 births,
23 marriages and 15 deaths for the
month. Fees collected for various
c'ty and State licenses and services
of the office amounted to $239 for
the city and $106 for the State.
The Police Department reported
31 arrests for the month for vary
ing crimes, several of which were
drunks, and 30 convictions. The
Chief reported a marked increase
in the number of business estab
lishment doors left open at night
there being 23 in the past month.
| The Fire Department had a total
of 27 alarms with a property loss of
only $190.
I Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Mrs. Stella O'Bi'vne

Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. ot
Rcckland shares with the other 2591
chapters of the National Society e
great pride In the new President
General, Mrs Estella Armstrong
O'Byrne of Indiana. Sin e her ap
pointment to the high office on Ma;
23, 1947. she has guided the desti
nies of the Nat onal Society with
vision and courage, a mest auspici
ous start of her three year term.
There are at present nearly 160 000
adult women members in this coun
try and abroad and in addition 11,231

Soil Conservation
By Roy Gross, Soil Conservation
Service Waldoboro.
During the past six months, 23
complete farm plans have been pre
pared for farmers within Knox and
Lincoln Counties. These farmers
are well distributed over the two
counties.
Practices that have oeen estab
lished to date include contour plant
ing. cover crops, strip cropping
pasture treatment, farm ponds, se
lective cutting, drainage, clearing,
establishing perennial hay. outlets
and farm water courses, and wood
land and wildlife area protection.
Technical informat on was given
on the previous practices including
designs and surveys for the farm
ponds and drainage systems
Considerable more has been
planned which will be established
during the next few years. The pol
icy is to get the practices estab
lished just as scon as possible
To date, 121 requests have been
received for assistance. Already
seme work has been established on
these farms even though the co
operative agreement between th”
farmer and the Knox-Lincoln Soil
Conservation District hasn't been
prepared.
Several practices have been estab
lished which deserve mention:
George Burkett. Nobleboro, had
about two acres cf contour plan‘ing this past year which he laid out
himself. This is believed to be
about the first instance of contour
planting in the district. It is also
interesting that George was selling
sweet corn when the gardens of
others in the imcneciate vicinity had
dried up. Contour planting which
held the moisture was a large con
tributing factor.
Schuyler Hawes of Union, built a
farm pond with a 390-foot earth
dam. Schuyler built the pond pri
marily for fire protection and sto k
water. In 1948 the pond1 will be
stocked with trout which adds an
other use. fish production.
Merrill Pavson of Warren cleitrr.l
in the vicinity of 25 acres of land
for hay and pasture. First, the soil
scientist of the Soil Conservation
Service went over the land to de-

members of Children of the Ameri 1
an Revolution and a D.A.R.-sponsored Junior Amer can Citizen.- '
numbering 241.335 young people.
She is renonsbile for the disburse
ment ot the Society's annual budget ’
of $750,007 and must supervise its
many properties, ineluding famous )
Constitution Hall in Wasirngton,
D. C.
The DAR. was founded in 1890
and is fundamentally a patriotic
society though it takes an active
interest in National affairs and
Civic matters.

James B. Perkins
Former Lincoln County At
torney Dies Suddenly In
Boothbay Harbor
Rep. James B. Perkins, 67. died
unexpectedly Wednesday at his
heme in Boothbay Harbor of a heart
ailment.
Mr. Perkins. Lincoln county attor
ney from 1911 to 1916, was for 35
years moderator of the Boothbay
Harbcr town meeting.
He was president of the Maine
Bar Asscoiat on 1945-46
A graduate of Bowdoin College in
1903. he gained his law degree from
the University of Maine law school
in 1909.
One of the most prominent mem
bers of the Maine House .Perkins
was serving his fourth term. He was
Hcuse chairman of the judiciary
committee.
He leaves besides his widow, a
on. James B. Jr., new Lincoln
county attorney and a candidate for
the Republican Congressional nomi
nation in the Second District, and
a daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Whitehead of Lynchburg. Va.

Thursday, Jan. 22, Savitt’s
RCY NOW AT TEEESE
ROCK ROTTOAS PRICES

cide whether the project would be a
financial success. After his ap
proval, a bulldozer -with a crash rake
put to work. An excellent job
was done with the bulldozer. Mert ill has the area fertilized and part
ly seeded. Next Spring the drain
age will be laid out and establtshed.
Reinc Erkkila of Warren is devel
oping a cranberry bog. Grades and
levels were given by the Soil Con' ervaticn Service and part of thq
drainage has been established
Requests for assistance can be for
warded the District Supervisors or
sent rivert to the Soil Conservation
office. Waldoboro, telephone 197. Inifar as possible, it is planned to
keeo the cffice onen one day a week
on Friday, which will be in addi
tion to less regular hours.

IT’S GREATER THAN EVER!

SCOTT'S ANNUAL JANUARY SALE
Registered

Hundreds of Scott's SUPER - BILT fur coats to choose from, giving you
super styling, warmth and beauty at these rock bottom prices.

OVR REGULAR PRICES

Penguins ”dy” under water. Ency
clopedia Britannicia says the birds
use their flattened wings to drive
them through'the water, ewiftly and
gracefully, extending their feet be
hind them as rudders.

BOBILL’S

ONLY!

You Con Have Your Orders DeUvered For 25c, within City Limit.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

BOBILL’S MARKET
Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

if- ’C.

r

CHOOSE FROM THESE LUXURIOUS FURS . . .

P. M.

LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS, cut from small
pigs........................................ lb. .53
SMOKED SHOULDERS. 4 to 6 lb. average lb. .43
ARMOUR’S OLEOMARGARINE .......... lb. .39
ARMOUR’S PURE L ARD.................... lb. .35
FISH BITS....................................... lb. .29
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE................ lb. .53
JUICE ORANGES.................. 2 dozen for .53
NO. 2 CANNED PEAS............. 2 cans for .25
NO. 2 GRAPEFRUIT JUICE...... 3 cans for .27
IMITATION VANILLA.................. 2 bots .19
ATLANTIC OCEAN MACKEREL.......... can .23
OLD SOUTH
TANGERINE JUICE.............. 2 No. 2 cans .23
WHITEHOUSE TEA............... 1-2 lb pkg .43
CIGARETTES, popular brands........ carton 1.87

69479

NOW *,

PRICES ARE LOW AT
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00
Including Sundays

*12!) io *~t!)

Black dyad fartian Lambs
Genuine Natural Silver Fas
Jackets
Grey dy. Bombay Lambs
Let-Out Silver Bleed
Raccoons
Silver Blea Mist Oyed
Meskrats

MOW
LIMI!

Hollander Miak Dyad
Marmots

Ckinesa Ckekiang Platinum
Oyed Lambs
Russiae Black Dyad Persian
Paws
Sable ar Mink Bleed Back
Muskrats
Miuk Blend Muskrats
Hollander Dyad Mouteu
Lambs

Leopard Steadied Caney*
Natural Gray Cklaata
Kidskin Paws
Gray Dyad Kidskin*
Silver Blue Dyad Muskrat*
Type Coneys
Grey Dy. Bomboy lamb
Paw*
Brawn Dy. Ckekiang Lamb*

AND MANY MANY OTHERS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Sheared Beaver
Dyed
Formerly $189

NOW

All Far*
Fla* Tax

SJJ9

IS < ALL

YOU

MUSKRAT
Mink or Sable Blend

SCOTT FURRIERS
NEED

Pay balance to suit your own con
venience while wearing your coat.
No delay—no red tape. All business
dealings in strict confidence.
You may take your coat with you
immediately if you wish.

Fermariy $279

NOW

’179

SAVITT’S, 369 Main St., Rockland

